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\UQ—Q ALL$H AND \UQ—Q AL-#IB$D:
A LEGAL HEURISTIC FOR A NATURAL RIGHTS 

REGIME
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Abstract

This article shows that early Muslim jurists often created rules that had 
no foundation in the Qur"§n or Sunna. Their successors adopted these 
views as authoritative precedent, but not without further justifying them. 
Their justificatory reasons reflected background values concerning inherent 
qualities of the individual and the goods society must uphold in order to give 
substantive content to their legal determinations. Recourse to these values, 
whether implicit or explicit, illustrates how Muslim jurists incorporated 
naturalistic reasoning in their juridical analyses. To prove their implicit 
naturalism, this article focuses on how SunnÊ Muslim jurists primarily from 
the 2nd/8th-10th/16th centuries used the conceptual heuristic of “rights of 
God” and “rights of individuals” (Èuqåq All§h, Èuqåq al-#ib§d) as an interpretive 
mechanism to frame their naturalistic assumptions and apply them in legal 
analysis to create and distribute rights, duties, and public commitments.
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Introduction

This study focuses on rules of pleading, litigation, and sentencing to 
show how jurists both conceptualized and balanced the foundations 
of individual nature and the social good, however defined. The 
reference to rules of procedure and litigation is especially important 
for two reasons. First, these rules were often created without reference 
to Qur"§nic or ÈadÊth souces. In the absence of scriptural guidelines, 
early jurists and their successors had to contend with tensions about 
objectivity, determinacy, and authority that arose when deciding to 
“create” a rule. Second, procedural rules can provide insight into 
the underlying substantive values and norms that jurists incorporate 
when creating a working rule of law system. The conceptually neat 
divide provided by notions such as substantive and procedural law is 
overly determinative.1 As will be illustrated below, the divide obscures 
the fact that procedural rules often embody substantive values that 
speak to conceptions of justice, fair play, and due process. Procedural 
law, like substantive law, inevitably takes into account the needs of 
individuals and the social good, while providing a mechanism to 
resolve conflicts justly.

To illustrate how rules of law were often built upon naturalistic 
assumptions, I will examine debates concerning the rights of God 
and the rights of individuals or private rights (Èuqåq All§h and Èuqåq 
al-#ib§d or al-n§s). The rights of God capture those interests that 
serve the public well-being (e.g. order, security). Many jurists held 
that these rights rid the world of evil (ikhl§" al-#§lam #an al-fas§d). 
A right of God represents a public interest upheld by the ruling 
authority’s imperium and imposes duties on individuals and the 
governing authorities. A private right attaches to the individual qua 
individual. SunnÊ jurists arguably relied on underlying conceptions of 
the individual’s nature and expectations as a member of society when 
creating rules of law. Such expectations might involve the desire to 
exclusively possess property, to be free from physical injury, or to 
receive a benefit under a charitable endowment. 2 Fundamentally, 

1 See John B. Attanasio, “Forword: A Duty-Oriented Procedure in a Rights-
Oriented Society,” Notre Dame Law Review 63 (1988): 597-608; Larry Alexander, 
“Are Procedural Rights Derivative of Substantive Rights?” Law and Philosophy 
17 (1998): 19-42; Lawrence B. Solum, “Procedural Justice,” Southern California 
Law Review 78 (2004): 181-321.

2 The treatment of Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d has serious implications for 
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the “rights of God” and the “rights of individuals” constitute a legal 
heuristic that jurists used to ensure that the SharÊ#a as a rule of law 
system upholds and, when necessary, balances both society’s needs 
(i.e. the social good) and private interests. This balancing required 
jurists to inquire into and weigh the interests at stake and determine 
how they could be satisfied through the legal institution. This proved 
particularly difficult when the public interest conflicted with the 
needs of private parties. 

Contemporary rights debates illustrate a concern with and interest 
in the justificatory function of naturalistic foundations. Participants 
in these debates present competing foundations for rights, e.g. a 
libertarian conception of the individual divorced from his social 
commitments, or a communitarian model in which rights are derived 
from the commitment made to society. These competing models of 
rights present opposing poles on a spectrum of debate concerning 
the foundation of rights in relation to the good of society. This is 
not the place for an extensive review of that debate.3 Rather, I 
want to suggest that the determination of a private right in Islamic 
legal history was beset by conflicts about the nature of and relation 
between the individual and the social good.4 I argue that the Èuqåq 
All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d debates manifest an early regime of Islamic natural 
rights that illustrates the priority of neither the right nor the good, 

the debates concerning human rights in the Muslim world. Although the li-
terature on Islam and human rights is vast, that discussion is not at issue in 
this study. For studies on modern human rights discourses in the Muslim 
world, see Abdullahi Ahmad An-Na’im, Toward an Islamic Reformation: Civil 
Liberties, Human Rights, and International Law (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 
1990), esp. 161-81; Gerald E. Lampe, ed., Justice and Human ights in Islamic Law 
(Washington, D.C.: International Law Institute, 1997); Ebrahim Moosa, “The 
Dilemma of Islamic Rights Schemes,” Journal of Law and Religion 15, nos. 1-2 
(2001-2002): 185-215. Also, this study shows the intricacies of a non-Western 
rights tradition that existed prior to the European Enlightenment. However, 
it is not a comparative study of Western and Islamic rights traditions. Rather, 
the focus of this study is on the technical legal discussion of this heuristic in 
SunnÊ Islamic law.

3 The literature on this debate is expanding. Examples include: Robert 
Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974); John Rawls, A 
Theory of Justice, rev. ed. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999); Charles 
Taylor, “Atomism,” in Powers, Possessions and Freedom, ed. Alkis Kontos (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1979), 39-61.

4 On the usefulness of the liberal rights tradition for an Islamic doctrine of 
rights, see Muhammad Legenhausen, “Islam and Western Theories of Equal 
Rights,” \ikmat 1, no. 2 (1995): 199-215.
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but rather that the good and the right are symbiotically related.5 The 
heuristic is the basis for a natural rights regime in that jurists did 
not resort to scriptural text to “find” or “discover” rules. Rather, as 
will be shown below, they relied on implicit naturalistic presumptions 
about human nature and the social good, framed in terms of the 
Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic, to justify a particular right and 
its distribution.6

Historical Jurisprudence: Defining Terms, Framing Questions, Designing 
Methods

Before turning to the specific question of the natural rights heuristic 
in Islamic law, I first want to address how one can frame a study of 
“natural rights” in Islamic law without commiting a historical and/or 
theoretical anachronism, given the general perception that natural 
rights are a Christian European intellectual product.7 

The term Èaqq (pl. Èuqåq) has a complex meaning.8 Among the 
definitions advanced by premodern lexicographers, one is that the 
term Èaqq refers to something incumbent upon one to do (Èaqq #alayya 
an af#ala dh§lik).9 When one says “there is a Èaqq on you to do X” 

5 A detailed discussion of naturalism in general and in Islamic law is beyond 
the bounds of this article. For discussion on naturalism in Islamic law, see Anver 
M. Emon, “Natural Law and Natural Rights in Islamic Law,” Journal of Law and 
Religion 20, no. 2 (2004-5): 351-95. For a philosophical account of how the good 
and the right are linked in contemporary accounts of constitutional goods, see 
Alan Brudner, Constitutional Goods (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). I 
would like to thank Alan Brudner for sharing his insights on these issues. 

6 For a discussion of how such values, structured in narrative form, can 
inform the development of law, see Robert M. Cover, “Foreword: Nomos and 
Narrative,” Harvard Law Review 97 (1983): 4-68.

7 See for instance, Brian Tierney, The Idea of Natural Rights (Atlanta, GA: 
Scholar’s Press, 1997), who argues that natural rights were first debated by 
medieval Christian scholars. Critics of Tierney argue that his analysis ignores 
the specific nuances brought to the concept by philosophers of the European 
Enlightenment. Henrik Syse, “[Review] Tierney, Brian, 1997. The Idea of Natural 
Rights,” Journal of Peace Research, 35, no. 4 (1998): 526.

8 For a general study of the term Èaqq as referring to fundamental rights, see 
Mohammad H. Kamali, “Fundamental Rights of the Individual: An Analysis 
of Haqq (Right) in Islamic Law,” American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences 10, 
no. 3 (1993): 340-65.

9 Ibn Maníår, Lis§n al-#Arab, 6th ed. (Beirut: Dar al-‘adr, 1997), 10:51; ZabÊdÊ, 
T§j al-#Arås min Jaw§hir al-Q§mås, ed. #AlÊ ShÊrÊ (Beirut: D§r al-Fikr, 1994), 13:81; 
E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon (Cambridge: Islamic Texts Society, 1984), 
1:605.
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(Èaqqa #alayka an taf #ala), he means that “you are obligated to do X” 
(wajaba #alayka).10 Certainly Èaqq refers to a duty, but in whose 
interest? In some cases, the interest may be a private one, in others 
it may be a public one. When the interest is private, the term “right” 
is a suitable definition for the term “Èaqq”. By using the term “right” 
to capture the meaning of “Èaqq” in “Èaqq al-#ib§d”, I attempt to 
embrace the complex of interests that an individual qua individual 
has as a member of society, e.g. freedom from interference (liberty 
interests) and the capacity to assert an entitlement (claim interests). 
Consequently, the term Èaqq signifies both an obligation on one 
person and a claim of right on another.11 However, to translate 
Èuqåq All§h as “rights of God” seems inappropriate. Theologically, 
God does not litigate and is free from any need. Muslim jurists 
used “Èuqåq All§h” to refer to the wellbeing of society that the im§m 
or ruler must uphold in light of his imperium over society. In light 
of this juristic usage, the phrase “rights of God” is used here as a 
term of art to represent the social good that must be effectuated 
by the im§m 

In his work on Islamic law and human rights, Ibrahim Abdullah 
al-Marzouqi relates how the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d distinction 
can be used to capture both the individual and public interests 
involved in any rule of law. Rules that uphold purely public interests 
constitute the Èuqåq All§h. Rules that benefit individuals only are 
private rights or the Èuqåq al-#ib§d; these involve such things as ex-
clusive entitlements to one’s property, which can be pursued or 
waived at the right-holder’s discretion. But not all rules can be neatly 
divided in this fashion. Some rules present mixed interests or rights 
(Èuqåq mujtama#a, Èuqåq mukhtalaãa), in which both public and private 
interests are at stake. In some cases, the public component is more 
significant, and so the private victim may not be able to forgive the 
wrong by waiving his rights. In other cases, the private component 
is the significant element, and hence the private individual has the 

10 ZabÊdÊ, T§j al-#Arus, 13:81-2.
11 For a discussion of the different kinds of interests captured by the term 

“right”, see Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied 
in Judicial Reasoning, ed. Walter Wheeler Cook (1919; reprint, New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1964). For a discussion of Hohfeld’s typology of rights, see 
John Finnis, Natural Law and Natural Rights (1980; reprint, Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1993), 199-205.
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discretion to uphold his right or forgive the violation despite the 
public interest.12 This mixed category, therefore, contains two sub-
categories of mixed rights, one in which the right of God is dominant 
(gh§lib), the other in which the individual right is weightier.13 

In an article devoted to the concepts of Èuqåq All§h and Èuqåq 
al-#ib§d, Miriam Hoexter inquires into the relationship between the 
Ottoman sultanate and the administration of charitable endowments 
or awq§f (sing. waqf). 14 She writes that the doctrine regulating waqf 
administration is best understood in the context of the distinction 
between the rights of God and private rights. In some cases, awq§f 
were established for purely charitable purposes, e.g. to support a 
mosque or feed the needy. In other cases, awq§f were founded for 
the immediate benefit of the founder’s family and heirs. But since all 
awq§f were established in perpetuity, when a family line came to an 
end, the family waqf would revert to a public, charitable institution. 
Because of the diverse interests served by these waqf models, jurists 
argued about how best to empower the trustee to satisfy the purpose 
of the founder. For instance, \anafÊ jurists limited the scope of a 
waqf administrator’s discretion over the trust property of a family 
waqf since the named beneficiaries and their interests in the waqf 
are specific. The determinate interests served by the waqf thereby 
limited the extent to which the administrator could utilize the trust 
property for other uses, while also ensuring it would remain profit 
bearing in perpetuity when it would ultimately become charitable. 
But if the waqf was purely charitable, like feeding the needy in and 
around a specific mosque, jurists held that no specific private rights 
were implicated and they thus allowed the administrator greater 
discretion in administering the waqf and distributing its income. The 
more diffuse the rights and interests at stake, the more \anafÊ law 

12 Ibrahim Abdullah al-Marzouqi, Human Rights in Islamic Law (Abu Dhabi: 
n.p., 2000), 139-42.

13 On the topic of Èuqåq All§h and Èuqåq al-#ib§d, see also Kemal Faruki, “Legal 
Implications for Today of al-Ahkam al-Khamsa (The Five Values),” in Ethics in 
Islam, ed. Richard G. Hovannisian (Malibu, California: Undena Publications, 
1985), 65-72, who writes that the distinction concerns rights and the substantive 
law. Ebrahim Moosa, “The Dilemma of Islamic Rights Schemes,” 191-3, also 
writes briefly about this distinction as a basis for an Islamic human rights tradi-
tion, but does not engage the details of the tradition. Instead, he argues that the 
construction of rights is itself a contested discourse. 

14 Miriam Hoexter, “\uqåq All§h and \uqåq al-#Ib§d as Reflected in the Waqf 
Institution,” Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 19 (1995): 133-56.
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allowed discretion to the administrator.15 Hoexter illustrates how 
the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic was a framing device used by 
jurists to identify and to balance the complex interests implicated 
in a given situation. 

According to Bernard Weiss, the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d distinc-
tion concerns the relationship between the individual and the Muslim 
state. For Weiss, the Èuqåq All§h represent “public law” and are upheld 
against individuals by the state. The Èuqåq al-#ib§d are private matters 
that allow individuals to order their affairs without state interference.16 
Weiss relies on an article by Baber Johansen in which he discusses 
the relation between individual rights and the state’s responsibility to 
uphold the public interest, according to \anafÊ sources.17 Johansen 
states: “What is of interest to me is wheter [sic] there were certain 
norms describing the ideal relationship between government and 
society that were universally acknowledged by Muslim scholars and 

15 Ibid., 133-4. For a \anafÊ treatment of awq§f that invokes the Èuqåq 
All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d distinction, see al-MarghÊn§nÊ, al-Hid§ya: SharÈ Bid§yat al-
Mubtadi#, ed. MuÈammad DarwÊsh (Beirut: D§r al-Arqam, n.d.), 2:15-22. 

16 Bernard G. Weiss, Spirit of Islamic Law (Athens, Georgia: University of 
George Press, 1998), 181-4.

17 Baber Johansen, “Sacred and Religious Element in Hanafite Law—
Function and Limits of the Absolute Character of Government Authority,” in 
Islam et Politique au Maghreb, ed. Ernest Gellner et al (Paris: Centre National De La 
Recherche Scientifique, 1981), 281-303. Johansen has written elsewhere about 
this conceptual distinction. See Johansen, “Zum Prozessrecht der #uqåb§t,” in 
Contingency in a Sacred Law: Legal and Ethical Norms in the Muslim Fiqh (Leiden: Brill, 
1999), 421-33; idem, “Der #ißma-Begriff im hanafitischen Recht,” in Contingency in 
a Sacred Law, 238-62; idem, “Staat, Recht und Religion im sunnitischen Islam. 
Können Muslime einen religionsneutralen Staat akzeptieren?” in Contingency 
in a Sacred Law, 263-348. In these articles, Johansen primarily addresses the 
\anafÊ tradition. I take no issue with his representation of the \anafÊ views. 
Rather, my interest is to illustrate how a comparative-madhhab method might 
yield a different perspective on the jurisprudential significance of the Èuqåq 
All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic. Johansen illustrates how the \anafÊ debates on 
this heuristic reflect the influence of social relations and kinship structures on 
the determination of the law. This insight raises questions about how jurists 
justified their incorporation of these extra-legal values. Consequently, instead of 
looking at a single school and the context that gave it form, I investigate fiqh 
reasoning to suggest that SunnÊ jurists embraced the heuristic as an analytic 
tool of jurisprudence to categorize and justify rules of law which in many cases 
were based on the incorporation of extra-legal background values imported into 
their legal analysis. The present study departs from Johansen’s analysis by not 
specifying what those values were. Rather, I focus on how jurists understood 
what they were doing from an analytic jurisprudential perspective.
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whether these norms tended to strengthen the ‘absolute’ character 
of moral criticism directed against the rulers.”18 

In his analysis of \anafÊ law, Johansen attempts to determine 
whether legal norms exist that protect the individual from over-
reaching by the ruling authority. One fundamental norm that 
Johansen identifies is the idea of the individual as a proprietor. 
According to Johansen, the \anafÊ conception of the individual 
as a figurative proprietor of his liberty and claim interests may 
be explained by the fact that early \anafÊ jurists were tradesmen 
and merchants living in urban centers. “In developing their system 
of law they started from the principle of individual responsibility 
embodied not only in the text of revelation but also in the social 
and economic life around them. The formation of Hanafite law 
took place in a society in which private property played a decisive 
role.”19 Consequently, Johansen argues, the proprietor “became the 
prototype of the legal person in Hanafite law”.20 As Johansen states: 
“All Èuqåq al-#ib§d are supposed to be the property of private legal 
persons who dispose of their claims at their own free will and who 
decide of their own accord whether they want the authorities to 
interfere with their conflicts or not.”21

 At the same time, the political authority or the im§m oversees and 
upholds the claims of God.22 In cases involving the claims of God, the 
ruling authority and the individual are not considered equal players.23 
The ruler upholds the public interest; the individual serves it. “In 
the public sphere they [viz., \anafÊ jurists] expect the individual 
to act as servant of the public interest. Therefore, the private legal 
person may not derive any personal advantage from his role as a 
servant.”24 As an example, Johansen refers to the punishment for 
theft, the amputation of the thief’s right hand, which is considered 
to be a claim of God. But the crime of theft may also involve an 
individual, private claim for compensation. Johansen writes: 

The owner of the stolen property can bring the case before the q§·Ê 
and request punishment of the thief. But if he does so, he forsakes 

18 Ibid., 281.
19 Ibid., 283.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid., 297.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid., 299.
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his claim to financial compensation for his property. Private claims 
and liabilities cannot be regulated by means of the public punisment 
[sic]: al-Èadd wa’·-·am§n l§ yaÆtami#§n. If the government makes use of 
its absolute prerogatives, it does not do so in order to secure private 
advantages to private legal persons. If a ‘claim of God’ is fulfilled, it 
excludes the fulfillment of any ‘claims of men’ resulting from the same 
action. The public and the private interest cannot be interchanged. 
God does not tolerate any sharing of his claims with individual legal 
persons. This rule is clearly meant as an incentive for the private legal 
persons to settle their claims privately rather than bring them to court 
and request justice according to the public law.25

Under \anafÊ law, the ruler upholds the public interest (e.g. amputa-
tion of the thief) to the exclusion of private interests (e.g. compensation). 
Johansen suggests that a victim of theft under \anafÊ law can either 
privately negotiate with the alleged thief to obtain compensation or 
petition a q§·Ê to enforce the corporal sanction. But the q§·Ê cannot 
do both, since the state is permitted to enforce only the rights of 
God. 

 Neither Hoexter’s nor Johansen’s representation of specific \anafÊ 
doctrine in light of the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d distinction is in ques-
tion here. I focus instead on how Muslim jurists utilized the Èuqåq 
All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic across legal issues and across the SunnÊ 
madh§hib in order to illustrate that, in their arguments and rationales 
for certain rules, the jurists enaged in naturalistic reasoning about 
the individual and the social good. By comparing the four SunnÊ 
schools, I depart from the methodology of scholars who focus on 
one or two schools of law. Chafik Chehata emphasized that the legal 
schools are to be considered as “many Muslim laws” (plusieurs droits 
musulmans), each of which presents a unique and integrated tradition 
in terms of terminology and spirit.26 Furthermore, the doctrine of 
each legal school reflects the social conditions in which it arose. 
By emphasizing the uniqueness of the school and its attachment 
to social context, Chehata held that each legal school is essentially 
empirical (essentiallement empirique) and has its own internal logic (logique 
interne). 27

 Legal theorists and historians have addressed the relationship 

25 Ibid.
26 Chafik Chehata, Études de Droit Musulman (Paris: University of France Press, 

1971), 46. 
27 Ibid., at 47.
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between empirical conditions and the law. For instance, legal anthro-
pologist Lawrence Rosen suggests that a q§·Ê’s legal decision is a 
result of cultural conditions surrounding the judge, rather than of 
legal doctrines that are binding on judicial reasoning.28 Furthermore, 
as noted above, Johansen argues that the dominance of trade and 
commerce as a profession among \anafÊ jurists may have contributed 
to the development of the proprietor paradigm in \anafÊ law. I 
do not doubt that the notion of the individual as a proprietor is 
a fundamental value underlying Islamic legal traditions, \anafÊ or 
otherwise. And I have little qualm with the idea that social structures 
like kinship and property may have contributed to the development 
of legal doctrine. But one can also argue that the social context of 
\anafÊ jurists in a city like Nishapur was not different from that 
of their M§likÊ, Sh§fi#Ê, and \anbalÊ neighbors in the same city. 
Certainly social history may help explain why certain laws arose 
at certain times. But social conditions are not dispositive of legal 
outcomes. Nor do they alone explain why jurists would use an 
interpretive heuristic concerning the rights of God and private rights 
to reach often conflicting conclusions on the same points of law. 
The theoretical significance of the Èaqq All§h/Èaqq al-#ib§d distinction, 
I argue, is best understood in light of a context peculiar to jurists, 
namely the context of legal arguments, reasoning, and analysis. 
Certainly jurists were embedded in a social context; but they were 
also products of a specific legal education and training. This legal 
context gave them a language and conceptual grammar that serve 
as a window to their understanding of the legal enterprise itself.

 Ibn Rushd (Averroes) (d. 595/1198) used the Èaqq All§h/Èaqq al-#ib§d 
distinction to explain the SunnÊ legal debates on redress for theft 
(sariqa). In a case of theft in which the stolen property is destroyed, 
SunnÊ jurists asked whether the defendant must compensate (ghurm) 
the victim in addition to suffering amputation. According to Ibn 
Rushd, the Sh§fi#Ês required the defendant to compensate the victim 
and suffer amputation. The \anafÊs said that compensation is not 
required when the defendant’s hand is amputated. The M§likÊs 

28 For instance, Lawrence Rosen suggests that Islamic law is part of larger 
umbrella of cultural and social norms that reflect an underlying social context 
and thereby affect judicial outcomes. Lawrence Rosen, The Anthropology of Justice 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989); idem, The Justice of Islam 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).
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held that if the defendant is wealthy enough to compensate the 
victim without hardship, he should do so; otherwise he is not 
liable. Importantly, jurists who allowed both compensation and 
corporal punishment held that theft involves both the right of God 
and the right of individuals: each right demands satisfaction. The 
\anafÊs recognized that both rights are implicated in the mixed 
category of theft. But they relied on a ÈadÊth from the Prophet 
that rejects a defendant’s compensatory liability when he suffers 
amputation, suggesting that the corporal sanction excludes the right 
to compensation.29 By acknowledging the private interest in theft, all 
SunnÊ legal schools recognized proprietorship as a value. But they 
gave it different weight and significance. The question is how best 
to understand this difference, and its implications on the theoretical 
significance of the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d distinction. 

 By comparing how jurists of the four SunnÊ schools used the 
Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d distinction to reason about certain rules of 
law, I will illustrate how the jurists utilized naturalistic premises of 
the individual and the social good to justify and substantiate their 
interpretive products. The method of analysis focuses on the reasoning 
jurists used to justify their positions and distinguish them from others, 
a practice common in legal sources. Whether one looks to ikhtil§f 
treatises or large encyclopedias of fiqh such as al-M§wardÊ’s al-\§wÊ 
al-KabÊr or Ibn Qud§ma’s al-MughnÊ, one finds that Muslim jurists 
of one school knew the doctrines of the others. Throughout these 
works, jurists argued for the view of their respective schools, in part 
by comparing and contrasting it to the views of other schools. The 
textual and doctrinal references embedded in their legal arguments 
illustrate that when jurists argued for rules of law, they did so in light 
of a legal context of learning, reading, and analysis.30 As individuals, 
they were certainly products of their social context; but as jurists, 
they were products of an intellectual tradition that they engaged and 
debated, whether in oral disputation (mun§íara) or written text (e.g. 

29 Ibn Rushd, Bid§yat al-Mujtahid wa-Nih§yat al-Muqtaßid, ed. #AlÊ MuÈammad 
Mu#awwa· and #$dil AÈmad #Abd al-Mawjåd (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 
1997), 2:662-3. 

30 On the madrasa as a center of legal learning, see George Makdisi, The Rise 
of Colleges: Institutions of Learning in Islam and the West (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Uni-
versity Press, 1981). On the idea of legal education as a basis for providing jurists 
with a corporate culture, see Khaled Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence in Islamic 
Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001).
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fiqh). I argue that to examine Islamic legal doctrine by focusing on 
one or two legal schools without reference to the others does not 
adequately capture how SunnÊ Muslim jurists understood their roles 
as trained specialists in the law who were capable of using analytic 
methods to derive rules of law. 

Notably, this study can be faulted for its silence on the specific 
substantive content of the underlying values supporting the jurists’ 
analyses. Terms like the “good” or “the nature of individuals”, 
as used below, are historically thin since they do not describe a 
particular set of values embraced by a specific Muslim jurist. From 
a theoretical perspective, however, they are philosophically thick 
because they illustrate the analytic method by which Muslim jurists 
utilized naturalistic values when they determined rules of law. 

To elaborate on the intricacies of the Èuqåq All§h and Èuqåq al-
#ib§d concepts, I will focus on the treatment of certain Èudåd crimes. 
According to the \anafÊs, the Èudåd crimes are those for which the 
violator is subjected to a “fixed punishment required to satisfy a 
right of God” (#uqåba muqaddara w§jiba Èaqqan li All§h).31 A Èadd (pl. 
Èudåd) is something that obstructs someone’s path, like a border or 
boundary. The crimes are called Èudåd because they are meant to 
deter people from engaging in certain behaviors.32 

Muslim jurists disagreed over which crimes involve a Èadd penalty.33 

31 Al-K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i# al-‘an§"i# fÊ TartÊb al-Shar§"i#, ed. #AlÊ MuÈammad Mu#aw-
wa· and #$dil AÈmad #Abd al-Mawjåd (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 
1997), 9:177. For similar statements by \anafÊ jurists, see al-SarakhsÊ, al-
Mabsåã (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1993), 9:36; Marghin§nÊ, al-Hid§ya, 
1:381; Badr al-DÊn al-#AynÊ, al-Bin§ya SharÈ al-Hid§ya, ed. AmÊn ‘§liÈ Sha#b§n 
(Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 2000), 6:256; Ibn Nujaym al-BaßrÊ, al-SharÈ 
al-BaÈr al-R§"iq (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1997), 5:3. For a more recent 
\anbalÊ source, see Ibr§hÊm b. al-4awayy§n (d. 1353/1933), Man§r al-SabÊl 
fÊ SharÈ al-DalÊl, ed. MuÈammad #^d al-#Abb§sÊ (Riyadh: Maktabat al-Ma#§rif, 
1996), 3:237.

32 Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1: 381; Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:4; #AynÊ, al-
Bin§ya, 6:256; MuÈammad ‘§diq Kh§n b. \asan, FatÈ al-#All§m li-SharÈ Bulågh 
al-Mar§m (Beirut: D§r ‘adr, n.d.), 2:220. 

33 For instance, the £§hirÊ jurist Ibn \azm (d. 456/1063) considered the 
following as Èudåd crimes: apostasy (ridda), illicit sexual relations (zin§), false 
accusation of zin§ (qadhf), consumption of alcohol (sharb al-khamr), theft (sariqa), 
brigandage (qat# al-ãarÊq), and repudiating a loan (jaÈd al-#§riya). Ibn \azm, 
al-MuÈall§ bi’l-Ath§r, ed. #Abd al-Ghaff§r Sulaym§n al-Band§rÊ (Beirut: D§r 
al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, n.d.), 12:3. The Sh§fi#Ê jurist al-Ghaz§lÊ (d. 505/1111), 
al-WasÊã fÊ al-Madhhab, ed. Abu #Amrå al-\usaynÊ b. #Umar b. #Abd al-RaÈÊm 
(Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 2001), 4:113, included in his treatment of 
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Nevertheless, the conceptual categories of Èuqåq All§h and Èuqåq al-
#ib§d figure prominently in discussions of three Èudåd crimes: false 
accusation of zin§ (qadhf), theft (sariqa), and banditry (qat§# al-ãarÊq). 
By investigating these three areas of law, I will show that the Èuqåq 
All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic allowed jurists to derive rules of law 
in terms of naturalistic values about the individual and the social 
good.

Defining/Balancing the Right and the Good: False Accusation of Illicit 
Sexual Relations (Qadhf)34

The punishment for qadhf is set forth in Q. 24:4-5: “And [concerning] 
those who level a charge against chaste women and do not bring 
four witnesses, whip them eighty lashes and do not accept their 
testimony ever, for they are corrupt; except for those who repent 
thereafter and act righteously. Indeed God is forgiving and merciful.” 
Qur"§n exegetes explained that this verse applies specifically to a false 
accusation of zin§.35 Although there was some debate concerning the 
circumstances in which this verse was revealed,36 jurists agreed that 

the Èudåd the following seven crimes: rebellion (baghy), apostasy (ridda), illicit 
sexual relations (zin§), false accusation of zin§ (qadhf), consumption of alcohol 
(sharb al-khamr), theft (sariqa), and highway robbery or brigandage (qat# al-ãarÊq). 
The \anbalÊ Abå #Abd All§h MuÈammad b. MufliÈ (d. 763/1362) listed the 
same crimes as al-Ghaz§lÊ did, but also included the discretionary punishment 
of ta#zÊr when discussing the Èudåd crimes. Jurists of other schools excluded ta#zÊr 
because it is not a defined punishment, but rather is left to the judgment of 
the political leader. Abå #Abd All§h MuÈammad b. MufliÈ, al-Furå#, ed. Abå 
al-Zahr§" \§zim al-Q§·Ê (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1997), 6:107-20; 
Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:3; #AynÊ, al-Bin§ya, 6:256.

34 I would like to thank my colleague Intisar Rabb for sharing with me her 
forthcoming article on qadhf. See Intisar Rabb, “SunnÊ Juristic Discourse on 
\uqåq All§h & the Public Sphere: A Look at \udåd Crimes and Libel Laws” 
(forthcoming). 

35 See for instance MuÈammad b. JarÊr al-•abarÊ, TafsÊr al-•abarÊ, ed. Bash-
sh§r #Aw§d Ma#råf and #Iß§m F§ris al-\arast§nÊ (Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 
1994), 5:396; M§wardÊ, al-Nukat wa’l-#Uyån: TafsÊr al-M§wardÊ (Beirut: D§r al-
Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, n.d.), 4:74.

36 MuÈammad once led an expedition, accompanied by his wife #$"isha, who 
while the forces were encamped, misplaced her necklace. She went out looking 
for it, and upon her return to the campsite she discovered that everyone was 
gone. She stayed in that spot until the arrival of ‘afw§n b. Mu#aããal, who had 
fallen behind the army and was attempting to catch up with it. He noticed 
#$"isha and escorted her to the location of the expedition force’s next camp. 
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the perpetrator is punished with eighty lashes and nothing more.37 
However, they hotly contested whether the punishment is intended to 
uphold a right of God or a private right. To answer this question, the 
jurists deliberated on technical rules relating to pleading requirements 
and the rights of the victim in the litigation process. 

 Much of the debate about the purpose of the punishment concerns 
the good that it satisifies. On the one hand, lashing deters people 
from engaging in slander, which upholds a public interest in dignity 
as a social value; on the other hand, it effects retribution for an 
attack on one’s personal dignity and honor, thus vindicating a private 
interest. Certainly, both public and private interests are upheld by this 
punishment. However, if one primarily focuses on the deterrent effect 
of the punishment and its effort to rid the world of evil, one will likely 
view the punishment of qadhf as primarily satisfying a right of God. 
In fact, many jurists held that underlying the Èudåd crimes in general 
is the need for deterrence (zajr or inzij§r) to uphold social welfare, 
which suggested to them that what is at stake in the punishment is 
mostly a right of God.38 Consequently, most jurists who believed that 

When the expedition returned to Medina #$"isha fell ill and remained indoors. 
While she was recuperating, the people of Medina began to spread rumors 
about an affair between her and ‘afw§n. Exegetical sources report that Q. 
24:4-5 was revealed to exculpate #$"isha. Al-QurãubÊ, al-J§mi# li-AÈk§m al-Qur"§n 
(Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1993), 12:115; Abå al-Fa·l MaÈmåd al-$låsÊ, 
RåÈ al-Ma#§nÊ fÊ TafsÊr al-Qur"§n al-#AíÊm wa’l-Sab# al-Math§nÊ (Beirut: D§r al-Fikr, 
1997), 10:131-2; Muhammad Husayn Haykal, The Life of Muhammad, trans. 
Isma’il Ragi A. al-Faruqi (n.p.: North American Trust Publications, 1976), 
331-9; M.A. Salahi, Muhammad: Man and Prophet (Shaftesbury: Element, 1995); 
383-93; Martin Lings, Muhammad: his life based on the earliest sources (Rochester, 
Vermont: Inner Traditions International, 1983), 240-6. Some commentators 
argued that a different verse (Q. 24:11) arose to prove #$"isha’s innocence, 
which specifically refers to people who bring forth a false allegation (ifk). •abarÊ, 
TafsÊr, 5:406; QurãubÊ, J§mi#, 12:131. Still others suggested that there is no 
specific historical context that the qadhf verse specifically addresses. QurãubÊ, 
J§mi#, 12:115.

37 One exception to this is the situation in which one confesses to fornicating 
with a specific woman. If the woman denies the charge, an issue of slander con-
sequently arises that may entail some financial liability on the defendant. For a 
discussion of this issue, see below. 

38 Ibn Qud§ma, al-MughnÊ (Beirut: D§r IÈy§" al-Tur§th al-#ArabÊ, n.d.), 8:299; 
al-BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§# #an Matn al-Iqn§#, ed. Abå #Abd All§h MuÈammad 
\asan MuÈammad \asan Ism§#Êl al-Sh§fi#Ê (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 
1997), 6:109; TaqÊ al-DÊn Ibn Taymiyya, al-Siy§sa al-Shar#iyya fÊ Ißl§È al-R§#Ê 
wa’l-Ra#iyya (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1988), 90; Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 
1:381, 402; Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:4; #AynÊ, al-Bin§ya, 6:371; M§wardÊ, 
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the qadhf punishment supports the public good through deterrence 
held that the punishment primarily embodies a right of God that 
must be vindicated, even at the expense of personal interests. For 
instance the \anafÊ jurist Badr al-DÊn al-#AynÊ (d. 855/1451) said that 
the qadhf punishment benefits the public interest because, through 
its deterrent effect, it rids the world of corruption (ikhl§" al-#§lam #an 
al-fas§d). In this sense, the punishment invokes a right of God since 
it does not pertain to any one person, but is in the general interests 
of society.39 It maximizes social good by deterring people from an 
evil that may adversely affect the common welfare. 

A private right, on the other hand, focuses on the interests of 
the individual. In the case of a false accusation of zin§, one interest 
at stake is the victim’s dignity and honor (#ir·).40 If one principally 
understands the punishment of qadhf as vindicating a person’s honor 
and dignity, one will likely consider the right at stake to be a personal 
right—a Èaqq al-#abd. In fact, the Sh§fi#Ê jurist and judge al-M§wardÊ 
(d. 450/1058) said that honor is something integral to each person, 
like his physical well-being and property. “What is invoked in the 
case of [injuries to our] physical well-being and property are the 
rights of people, and so too in the case of [injuries to our] dignity.”41 
Jurists recognized that qadhf implicates both a right of God and a 
private right. But whether they emphasized the impact of qadhf on 

al-\§wÊ al-KabÊr, ed. #AlÊ MuÈammad Mu#awwa· and #$dil AÈmad #Abd al-
Mawjåd (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1994), 13:367.

39 #AynÊ, al-Bin§ya, 6:371. For others who held a similar view about the role 
of the Èuqåq All§h in generally ridding the world of corruption for the betterment 
of society, see Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:4; al-KhurashÊ (also, al-Khar§shÊ), 
\§shiyat al-KhurashÊ #al§ Mukhtaßar Sayyid KhalÊl, ed. Zakariyya #Umayr§t (Beirut: 
D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1997), 8:329; Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:402; ‘§liÈ #Abd 
al-SamÊ# al-$bÊ al-AzharÊ, Jaw§hir al-IklÊl, ed. MuÈammad #Abd al-AzÊz al-Kh§lidÊ 
(Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1997), 2:437. The M§likÊ jurist SaÈnån wrote 
that when a dhimmÊ steals, the punishment for the Èadd crime of theft must be 
applied and his hand cut off because the harm posed is a general evil (fas§d fi 
al-ar·). But the punishments associated with drinking alcohol and fornication 
are not to be applied to the dhimmÊ. SaÈnån b. Sa#Êd al-TanåkhÊ (d. 240/854), 
al-Mudawwana al-Kubr§ (Beirut: D§r ‘§dir, n.d.), 6:270.

40 #AynÊ, al-Bin§ya, 6:371; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:10; QurãubÊ, J§mi#, 12:116; 
Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:400, 402. In fact, the M§likÊ jurist Abå Bakr b. al-#ArabÊ 
(d. 543/1148) argued that God considers upholding one’s honor and dignity 
so important that nearly one-third of all prohibitions protect one’s dignity 
(#ir·). Kit§b al-Qabas, ed. MuÈammad #Abd All§h Walad KarÊm (Beirut: D§r 
al-Gharb al-Isl§mÊ, 1992), 3:1018.

41 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:10.
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the public or personal interest depends on how one understands the 
primary purpose of the punishment. 

 The debate about whether the Èadd of qadhf involves mostly a 
right of God or a private right played out in the determination of 
premodern pleading and litigation schemes. The right of the plaintiff 
to initiate his case, to have it prosecuted, and ultimately to waive 
redress depends on which interests are upheld by the punishment. 
The more that qadhf reflects a right of God or the social good, the 
less discretion the individual claimant will have to prosecute his 
case and the more the political authority will play a dominant role 
in vindicating the wrong in the interest of the public good. If, on 
the other hand, an individual right is mostly at issue, the plaintiff 
will have greater flexibility in whether and how he presses his claim 
against the defendant. 

Jurists of the four SunnÊ schools of law raised these pleading and 
litigation questions, and in their answers they balanced competing 
values to create rules of law that satisfied the needs of individuals 
and the social good, however defined. Five issues commonly debated 
by jurists illustrate how they balanced private and public interests in 
a qadhf case to create a regime of rights and social commitments. 

1) Must the plaintiff petition the authorities for redress? Suppose 
defendant D falsely accuses plaintiff P, and P never brings a 
petition for redress. But W1 and W2 witnessed the qadhf. Can 
the im§m or ruling authority prosecute D on the testimony of 
W1 and W2 without a petition from P? Suppose the interest 
at stake is a right of God and P must petition. If P chooses 
not to petition, does that mean P can effectively negate a 
right of God? If rights of God are supposed to benefit society, 
does the requirement to petition unduly empower P with the 
authority to undermine social wellbeing if he chooses not to 
petition? Alternatively, if the right underlying the punishment 
vindicates individual interests, can the state prosecute D without 
P’s presence or petition? What if P is embarrassed by the 
situation and wants the case to disappear to protect his already 
assaulted honor? If at stake is a private right, P should have 
the right to decide if the case will proceed or not. As will be 
suggested below, SunnÊ jurists used the petitioning requirement 
to resolve a conflict between values. 

2) Can P forgive (#afw) D for the infraction, or, in other words, can 
he waive his right to redress? Again, if qadhf invokes a right of 
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God, should P have this power? If the rights of God are for the 
public benefit, can an individual be so empowered to undermine 
the public welfare by choosing to waive prosecution? 

3) Can P’s right be inherited? If P does not petition the ruling 
authority to prosecute D for the infraction and subsequently 
dies, can P’s heirs inherit the claim and prosecute D on P’s 
behalf? Whether the right is heritable or not will depend again 
on whether at stake is mostly a right of God or a private right. 
If the interest is understood to be a personal right, one is more 
likely to render the right to petition heritable. 

4) Suppose D confesses to falsely accusing P of commiting for-
nication, but subsequently recants his confession. Does D’s 
recantation undermine P’s claim for retribution? Is D’s con-
fession, in other words, still valid? If one considers the Èadd of 
qadhf to invoke a private right, the confession is still good and 
no recantation is allowed. P’s dignity has been assaulted and a 
confession by D implicates the very real interests of P. But if 
the interest underlying the punishment is a public one, then as 
will be discussed below, the retraction creates ambiguity over 
whether an infraction exists and Èadd liability drops. 

5) Can P waive his rights to be free from attacks on his dignity? 
The typical hypothetical involves P telling D to slander him. If 
D subsequently slanders P, is D still liable for committing qadhf 
or not? The answer to this question will again turn on how one 
understands the interest at stake and the policy implications on 
the overall good of society and the needs of the individual.

Concerning each issue, the jurists consistently returned to the under-
lying purposes of qadhf and the issue of whether it predominantly 
preserves the interests of society or the individual. As will be illustrated 
below, jurists of the four SunnÊ schools of law agreed that inherent 
in qadhf is a private right. No one denied that a personal interest to 
protect one’s honor is fundamental to understanding the punishment 
for qadhf. However, the question remains whether or not there is 
also a certain degree to which qadhf invokes a right of God.42 The 
more one finds a right of God in qadhf, the less one will empower 
the individual through the law in ways that may undermine the 
public interests reflected in the punishment. To put it differently, 

42 See for instance Abå al-WalÊd b. Rushd (al-Jadd), al-Bay§n wa’l-TaÈßÊl, ed. 
AÈmad al-\ab§bÊ (Beirut: D§r al-Gharb al-Isl§mÊ, 1988), 16:290.
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at the heart of the contest over qadhf is a debate about the scope 
of people’s entitlement to the protection of dignity while living in 
a society that requires of them certain commitments to the social 
good.43 The foundations of both individual nature and the social 
good are implicated in this debate. The debate on balancing these 
competing foundations centers on whether and to what extent the 
underlying punishment is intended to further a general social good 
that people are obligated to uphold, or a personal right specific to 
the individual, without reference, significant or otherwise, to larger 
questions of the common good. 

1. The Petition Condition (muã§laba)

Among SunnÊ jurists, Sh§fi#Ês held qadhf to be primarily a Èaqq al-
#abd or an individual right.44 This is in large part reflected in their 
requirement that plaintiffs petition for the punishment of qadhf before 
the political authority carries it out. In other words, they did not 
permit a case to be prosecuted if there were only two witnesses 
who observed the false accusation and testified before a court. The 
im§m could not apply this punishment until the injured party first 
raised the issue and voiced his desire for redress. For jurists such 
as al-M§wardÊ, the petition requirement underscores the fact that a 
personal right is primarily at issue since otherwise no petition would 
be required and the ruling authority could prosecute on its own 
initiative.45 Other Sh§fi#Ê jurists such as YaÈy§ b. Sharaf al-NawawÊ 
(d. 676/1277) recognized that qadhf invokes both a private right 
and a right of God, but is mostly a private right. For instance, the 
punishment for qadhf is eighty lashes for a free person. But if the 
perpetrator is a slave, the punishment is halved. For al-NawawÊ, 
from the perspective of the victim it does not matter whether the 
perpetrator is free or a slave. What matters is that the victim’s right 

43 Dignity is a contested term. Here the central point is that dignity is 
considered a basic value, but its meaning and significance is debated in different 
contexts. This is not substantially different from how dignity operates within 
a liberal tradition. Kwame Anthony Appiah, The Ethics of Identity (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2005), ix.

44 Ibn al-#ArabÊ, Kit§b al-Qabas, 3:1019; al-Qaff§l al-Sh§shÊ, \ilyat al-#Ulam§" 
fÊ Ma#rifat Madh§hib al-Fuqah§", ed. Y§sÊn AÈmad Ibr§hÊm Dar§dakah (Amman: 
Maktabat al-Ris§la al-\adÊtha, 1988), 8:40.

45 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:10.
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has been violated. Arguably, the reason the punishment for slaves 
is halved is that God has an interest in the relationship between 
punishment and social status. This suggested to al-NawawÊ that qadhf 
does not simply reflect a private right but also exhibits a degree of 
public interest values. Nevertheless, he argued that despite qadhf 
being a mixed right, it mostly (gh§lib) involved a private right, and 
therefore the victim must file a petition and can waive the violation 
if he so chooses. 46 

 \anbalÊ jurists adopted the same position as the Sh§fi#Ês. Abå 
IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ (d. 884/1479) stated that the clear and popular 
view (al-aíhar wa’l-ashhar) among the schools is that the interest at 
stake is private since redress can be waived by the victim.47 Both Ibn 
Qud§ma (d. 620/1223) and Abå al-\asan al-Mard§wÊ (d. 885/1480) 
wrote that a petition is required to redress the right, which, both 
agreed, is a private right.48 Manßår b. Yånis al-BahåtÊ (also al-BuhåtÊ) 
(d. 1051/1641) added that the petition must remain in force until 
the punishment is carried out. In other words, a waiver (#afw) after 
an initial petition but before the punishment will negate a petition 
for redress.49 The case of qadhf differs, for instance, from the case 
of zin§. According to Ibn Qud§ma, no petition is required in a 
case of zin§ because the penalty involves purely a right of God. In 
other words, the ruling authority can raise the case sua sponte against 
anyone who has engaged in illicit sex. The interest underlying the 

46 Al-NawawÊ, Raw·at al-•§libÊn wa-#Umdat al-MuftÊn, 3rd ed. (Beirut: al-Maktab 
al-Isl§mÊ, 1991), 10:106-7. For other Sh§fi#Ê jurists who considered the Èadd of 
qadhf to invoke a right of man and required a petition for redress, see al-ShÊr§zÊ (d. 
476/1083), al-Muhadhdhab fÊ Fiqh al-Im§m al-Sh§fi#Ê, ed. Zakariy§ al-#AmÊr§t (Bei-
rut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1995), 3:349; R§zÊ (d. 620/1209), al-TafsÊr al-KabÊr, 
8:327. Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd remarked that for the Sh§fi#Ês, even if the victim peti-
tions the authority for the Èadd, he can still decide to forgive and waive the offense 
thereafter. Ibn Rushd, Bid§yat al-Mujtahid, 2:647-8. As will be discussed below, the 
issue of waiver (#afw) is another element in the debate on whether the right at stake 
is a right of God or a right of man.

47 Abå IsÈ§q Ibr§hÊm b. MufliÈ, al-Mubdi# fÊ SharÈ al-Muqni# (Beirut: al-Maktab 
al-Isl§mÊ, 1979), 9:84.

48 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:217; al-Mard§wÊ, al-Inß§f fÊ Ma#rifa al-R§jiÈ min 
al-Khil§f #al§ Madhhab al-Im§m AÈmad b. \anbal, ed. Abå #Abd All§h MuÈammad 
al-Sh§fi#Ê (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1997), 10:185.

49 BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:134. Interestingly, Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ 
(d. 763/1362) wrote that even those who held that the Èadd of qadhf is a right of 
God still required that the victim file a petition. Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 
6:96. As will be illustrated below, this is the \anafÊ position.
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zin§ punishment, he argued, does not invoke any private interests and 
instead upholds the common good.50 Notably, the later Shafi#Ê jurist 
‘AlÊ b. ‘AlÊ al-ShabramallisÊ (d. 1087/1676) stated that a husband has 
a right against a man who has illicit sex with his wife, although he 
did not explain the available redress.51 What this illustrates, however, 
is how one’s view of the interests at stake—whether individual or 
social—contributes to one’s recognition and distribution of rights 
and entitlements.

 The M§likÊ position perhaps best reflects the underlying tension 
over whether qadhf invokes a public interest or a private one. General-
ly, M§likÊ jurists argued that qadhf presents a mixed interest, both 
a right of God and a personal right are implicated. Because of this 
position, M§likÊ jurists like Abå Bakr Ibn al-#ArabÊ (d. 543/1148) held 
that redress for qadhf is contingent on the victim filing a petition. The 
political authority can carry out punishment of the crime only if a 
petition (muã§laba) has been filed.52 But because the M§likÊs attempted 
to take a middle position, they also imposed limitations on the 
plaintiff in order to effectuate the interests underlying the Èaqq All§h 
component of the crime. Specifically, before the plaintiff petitions 
the ruling authority, the interest is a private right, and therefore 
the victim has the right to petition for redress or waive his rights. 
However, once the plaintiff petitions for redress he can no longer 
waive his rights. After the petition reaches the governing authority, 
the right transforms from being a personal right to a public right of 
God, and as such the ruling authority must carry out the prosecution 
and the Èadd.53 In this case, the public interest inherent in qadhf is 
weighted once government institutions are involved. The public 
interest in this crime is further illustrated by the fact that M§likÊs 
granted others standing to file a petition. For instance, suppose two 
witnesses who observed the qadhf filed a claim with the political 
authority. According to the Sh§fi#Ê al-M§wardÊ, this procedural option 

50 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:284-5. 
51 #AlÊ b. #AlÊ al-ShabramallisÊ, H§shiya #al§ Nih§yat al-MuÈt§j on the margins 

of al-RamlÊ, Nih§yat al-MuÈt§j il§ SharÈ al-Minh§j (Beirut: D§r IÈy§" al-Tur§th 
al-#ArabÊ, 1992), 7:423.

52 Ibn al-#ArabÊ, AÈk§m al-Qur»§n, 3:1335-36.
53 Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40; Ibn Rushd (al-Jadd) (d. 520/1126), al-Muqaddim§t 

al-Mumahhid§t, ed. MuÈammad \ajjÊ (Beirut: D§r al-Gharb al-Isl§mÊ, 1988), 
3:266; Ibn Rushd (al-\afÊd), Bid§ya, 2:647-8; KhurashÊ, \§shiya, 8:308.
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is allowed by the M§likÊs.54 In this case, the M§likÊs did not require 
a petition by the victim and instead granted standing to others to 
bring the case; but they gave the victim the right to dissolve the case 
after it reached the courts.55 For the M§likÊs, this approach balances 
the public interest in fighting a social evil, and the private rights 
to privacy and dignity that are involved in a public prosecution. In 
other words, the public evil is great enough to grant witnesses the 
standing to bring a claim, but it is not so extensive as to deny the 
victim the right to shield (sitr) himself from further embarrassment 
by a public proceeding brought by others. 

 Among the \anafÊs, the dominant view was that qadhf represents a 
Èaqq All§h.56 This was the position held by Abå \anÊfa, who required 
the victim to file a petition and did not allow the claimant to waive 
the claim. The latter requirement manifested the commitment that 
the interest underlying qadhf is a right of God.57 But the fact that 
Abå \anÊfa required a petition seemed to confuse jurists of other 
schools, who felt that the \anafÊ logic was inconsistent. 

For instance, Sh§fi#Ê jurists such as al-Qaff§l and al-M§wardÊ re-
ferred to the early Successor (t§bi#) al-\asan al-BaßrÊ (d. 110/728), 
who argued that qadhf involves a pure Èaqq All§h, and as such no 
petition by the victim is required.58 It seems that for al-BaßrÊ, the 
evil at issue is a public evil and the victim is not the only one who 
has the right to press the claim. This example is not meant to 
confuse al-BaßrÊ’s position with that of the \anafÊ madhhab. Rather 
it illustrates that the juristic search for rational coherence in legal 
doctrine went beyond bringing social context to bear on the law. As 
the M§likÊ Ibn Rushd al-Jadd stated, since the \anafÊs demanded 
that the punishment for qadhf be applied without any discretionary 
determinations by the victim, it follows that the political authority 
upholds the Èadd when brought by any member of the public.59 To 
suggest that the claim could rise and fall on the basis of a claimant’s 

54 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9. Ibn Rushd (al-Jadd), Muqaddim§t, 3:266.
55 Ibn Rushd (al-Jadd), Bay§n, 16:290.
56 SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:105; Ibn al-#ArabÊ, Kit§b al-Qabas, 3:1019; QurãubÊ, 

J§mi#, 12:118.
57 Al-Jaßß§ß, AÈk§m al-Qur»§n, ed. #Abd al-Sal§m MuÈammad #AlÊ Sh§hÊn 

(Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1994), 3:352. See also Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40; 
M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9.

58 Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9.
59 Ibn Rushd (al-Jadd), Bay§n, 16:290.
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petition would render the interest at issue a private right and not a 
right of God; alternatively it would allow a right of God to fall for 
reasons of a private and personal nature. 

Abå \anÊfa’s petition requirement presents a difficult compromise 
between the tensions underlying the private and public nature of 
the act of slander. Furthermore, later \anafÊs such as Ibn Nujaym 
(d. 970/1563) required the victim to be present when the actual 
punishment is inflicted.60 To regard qadhf as satisfying a public good 
but to require the victim to petition and be present at the punishment 
seems confusing at first blush. In fact, the Andalusian jurist Ibn 
\azm noted that the \anafÊ position is contradictory because it calls 
the interest a right of God but requires a petition.61 

The \anafÊ jurist, al-K§s§nÊ (d. 587/1191), recognizing this po-
tential contradiction, argued that the petition requirement does not 
vitiate the fact that at stake is a right of God. Rather, the requirement 
is purely procedural and does not affect the substantively public 
nature of the interest at stake.62 Notably, Abå \anÊfa’s disciple Abå 
Yåsuf (d. 182/797) disagreed with his teacher and held that qadhf 
invokes a mixed interest or right (Èaqq mushtarak). Consequently he 
required the victim to file a petition, and even allowed the victim 
to waive his claim, but only before the case reached the political 
authority.63 

 The above discussion on the petition condition in qadhf cases 
illustrates that Muslim jurists were doing more than specifying tech-
nical issues of litigation procedure. Arguably, early jurists and their 
successors created rules of law without reference to scripture, using 
a legal heuristic that allowed them to balance competing private 
and public interests in a value like dignity. They did not expressly 
define what they meant by dignity. But the way they used the Èuqåq 
All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic to reason to and about the petition 
rule suggests that they used the heuristic and their discretion within 
the law to manifest a normative commitment to a sense of dignity, 
however defined. 

60 Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:61.
61 Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:256.
62 K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i# al-‘an§"Ê#, 9:249. 
63 Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9. The \anafÊ jurist al-SarakhsÊ sug-

gests that Abå \anÊfa’s other disciple, MuÈammad b. al-\asan al-Shayb§nÊ (d. 
189/805) also held the view ascribed to Abå Yåsuf. SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:107.
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2. Waiver of Rights (#afw)

The idea that one can waive his rights to redress for having been 
wrongfully accused of zin§ is captured by the term #afw, which literally 
signifies forgiveness.64 The question that jurists debated is whether 
such forgiveness is possible. If one considers the punishment for 
qadhf to invoke a private right, one will likely grant the individual 
discretion to waive his rights. But if one believes the interest at stake 
to be a predominantly public right or a right of God, one generally 
will not allow the victim to waive redress. 

 Sh§fi#Ê and \anbalÊ jurists, who held that qadhf involves a private 
right, allowed the victim to waive his right to redress at any stage in 
the litigation process. Consequently, a victim can waive his remedy 
both before and after he petitions the legal authority to grant him 
satisfaction.65 The Sh§fi#Ê jurist, Abå \§mid al-Ghaz§lÊ, wrote that 
while God’s right is certainly implicated in a case of qadhf, the crime 
mostly (  gh§lib) involves a private right, since the claim falls once the 
victim waives his right ( yasquãu bi #afw al-maqdhåf   ).66 The \anbalÊ 
jurist al-BahåtÊ further explained: as a condition for exacting the 
punishment for qadhf, the victim not only must petition the ruling 
authority for redress, but also the petition must remain in effect 
until the punishment is carried out and there should be no waiver 
during the process.67

 M§likÊ jurists attempted to strike a balance between the competing 
public and private interests implicated in waiving redress for qadhf. If 
they granted the victim the right to waive redress, they turned the 
punishment for qadhf into an individual right and entitlement. But if 
they denied the right to waive, they rendered the punishment a public 
matter or right of God. Because they tried to balance both elements, 
the M§likÊs were unwilling to choose one or the other option, seeking 

64 Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, 2:2094.
65 On the Sh§fi#Ês see Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 4:131-2; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9; NawawÊ, 

Raw·a, 10:106-7; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40; R§zÊ, al-TafsÊr al-KabÊr, 8:327; ShÊr§zÊ, al-
Muhadhdhab, 3:349; Ibn Rushd (al-\afÊd), Bid§ya, 2:647-8; Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 
12:255. On the \anbalÊs see Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:217; Abå IsÈ§q Ibn 
MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:84; Abå #Abd Allah Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:96; BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f 
al-Qin§#, 6:134; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:185; Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:255.

66 Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 4:131-2.
67 BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:134.
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to adhere to a middle position.68 Before the case reaches the political 
authority, M§likÊ jurists considered the interest at stake a purely 
private right. As such, the victim can forgo satisfaction of his rights. 
However, once the victim petitions the ruling authority for redress, 
he can no longer waive redress. The right transforms from a purely 
private right to a public right, and the ruling authority is responsible 
to prosecute and to exact the requisite punishment, if necessary. 
However, as noted above, the M§likÊs allowed the possibility that 
someone other than the victim might petition the ruling authority 
to redress an instance of qadhf. Because of this, they had to contend 
with the possibility that witnesses may petition the case even though 
the victim wishes to shield himself from a further public spectacle. 
Consequently, in these circumstances the M§likÊs permitted the victim 
to waive his rights after the claim reaches the legal authority for the 
sake of avoiding (sitr) further public attention.69 The transformation 
of the right from a private one to a right of God suggests that M§likÊ 
jurists recognized that so long as a case has not been brought to the 
ruling authority, it remains a purely personal affair to be handled 
and dealt with by the parties themselves. But once it becomes the 
subject of a legal petition, qadhf transforms into a public wrong 
and must be addressed by the ruling authority. Interestingly, Ibn 
Rushd al-Jadd (d. 520/1126) and his grandson, Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd, 
related an alternative minority M§likÊ view that granted the victim 
an unrestricted option to waive his rights. This minority M§likÊ 
view parallels the Sh§fi#Ê position. Nevertheless, both Ibn Rushd the 
grandfather and the grandson also articulated the dominant M§likÊ 
view noted above.70 Separating these two M§likÊ positions, said 
the grandson, is whether the right is a Èaqq All§h or a Èaqq al-n§s. 
If it is a pure right of God, there can be no waiver. The public 
good upheld by the ruling authority through its imperium cannot 
be undermined by an individual preference. If it is an individual 

68 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9-10, wrote that the M§likÊs considered the Èadd crime 
of qadhf to invoke the mixed rights (al-Èuqåq al-mushtaraka) of God and the victim.

69 KhurashÊ, \§shiya, 8:308; Ibn al-Jall§b, al-TafrÊ#, ed. \usayn b. S§lim 
al-Dahm§nÊ (Beirut: D§r al-Gharb al-Isl§mÊ, 1987), 2:226; al-\aãã§b al-Ra#ÊnÊ, 
Maw§hib al-JalÊl li-SharÈ Mukhtaßar al-KhalÊl, ed. Zakariyy§ #AmÊr§t (Beirut: D§r 
al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1995), 8:412; Maww§q, al-T§j wa’l-IklÊl li Mukhtaßar KhalÊl, 
on the margins of al-\att§b, Maw§hib al-JalÊl, 8:412; AzharÊ, Jaw§hir, 2:431; 
Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:255; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:10; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40. 

70 Ibn Rushd al-Jadd, Muqaddim§t, 3:266; Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd, Bid§ya, 2:
647-8.
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right, the victim has the right to waive. But if it is a mixed right, 
the right to waive depends on whether the controversy has reached 
the political authority.71 In other words, as Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd 
remarked, those who adopt the mixed interest position “prioritize 
the right of the im§m” (ghallaba Èaqq al-im§m) as a turning point on 
the issue of waiver.72 Notably, the M§likis were criticized for their 
middle position. In particular, the £§hirÊ Ibn \azm posed a question 
concerning the exceptional case of an unwilling plaintiff: how can 
waiver be allowed once the case reaches the public authority? If 
the matter becomes a right of God once it is brought to the ruling 
authority, allowing a victim to defeat the proceedings because he 
wants to avoid negative publicity lacks conceptual coherence.73 

 The \anafÊs, as noted, argued that qadhf invokes a Èaqq All§h. 
While they required a petition to initiate the case, they argued that 
the petition is simply a procedural condition for fulfilling the right 
and does not detract from the right being God’s. Concerning waiver, 
however, the \anafÊs were adamant that no waiver is permitted.74 
Regardless of whether a petition has been issued, the victim cannot 
waive redress for the wrong committed. His interest is not the only 
one that has been injured; the public weal has been violated as 
well. As such, there is a public interest in ensuring that qadhf does 
not occur. An individual cannot put his own interests above those 
of society.75 Of course, since the \anafÊs required the victim to 
petition the court for redress, a plaintiff can waive de facto, despite 
the \anafÊ prohibition against any waiver de jure. Notably, not all 
\anafÊs agreed with this position. In particular, Abå Yåsuf did 
allow waiver.76 However, this is not surprising given his view that 
the interest at stake is mixed.

71 Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd, Bid§ya, 2:648. Notably, Ibn Rushd seemed to think 
that the right at stake is predominantly a private right.

72 Ibid.
73 Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:255.
74 Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:60; Jaßß§ß, AÈk§m al-Qur"§n, 3:352. See also 

M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9-10; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40; Ibn Rushd al-Jadd, Muqaddim§t, 
3:266; Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd, Bid§ya, 2:647-8; Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:254-5.

75 Jaßß§ß, AÈk§m al-Qur"§n, 3:352.
76 Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 11:9; Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:254-5.
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3. Heritability of the Right (irth)

Besides the two issues discussed above, jurists addressed three sub-
sidiary issues to further elaborate on their understanding of qadhf 
and the values it upholds: (a) the heritability of the victim’s claim for 
imposing Èadd liability, (b) the effect of recanting one’s confession of 
qadhf, and (c) a hypothetical concerning an implied waiver of rights 
by the claimant.77 These issues are subsidiary in the sense that not 
all jurists surveyed here addressed them. Nonetheless, the topics 
are discussed here because they shed further light on the manner 
in which jurists contended with the significance of qadhf in light of 
their concepts of individual nature and the social good. 

 Can a victim’s right to redress be inherited by his heirs? Yes it 
can, according to the Sh§fi#Ês, who addressed the issue of heritability 
using two hypotheticals. For instance, the Sh§fi#Ê al-M§wardÊ wrote 
that if a deceased person is falsely accused of zin§, the victim’s child 
inherits the victim’s right and can press for the punishment against 
the slanderer. But what if the qadhf is perpetrated during the victim’s 
life, and the victim dies thereafter without the punishment for the 
offense having been carried out? For the Sh§fi#Ês, the right is still 
heritable and the child can press for the punishment.78 Al-M§wardÊ 
held that the child can inherit the rights of parents who have been 
falsely accused. The only question is whether the child inherits one 
right or two. Suppose, for instance, someone calls out to another, “O 
son of two [who committed] zin§”. For al-M§wardÊ, this is a crime 
against the two parents, not against the child. If the parents are 
alive, they have the right individually to petition for the punishment 
against the defendant. If they waive their rights, the child inherits 
no cause of action. But if they are dead, the child inherits the rights 
of the parents and is competent to issue a petition for the Èadd. The 
question for al-M§wardÊ, however, is whether the child can press 
for two rights or just one. In other words, in a single utterance the 

77 Another issue about which jurists wrote is whether a cause of action lies 
with a son whose father has falsely accused him. The issue turns on whether 
the bond of kinship (qar§ba) between father and son undermines the existence 
of a right to redress. See #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 6:367; Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:254; Ibn 
Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:219; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:34; ShÊr§zÊ, Muhadhdhab, 3:346.

78 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:259. For the same Sh§fi#Ê view, see R§zÊ, al-TafsÊr al-
KabÊr, 8:327. For others reporting this as the Sh§fi#Ê position, see Marghin§nÊ, 
Hid§ya, 1:402; #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 6:371.
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defendant falsely accuses both the mother and the father. According 
to an early view (al-qadÊm) attributed to al-Sh§fi#Ê, the child can press 
only for a single infliction of punishment since there was a single 
instance of slander. According to a later view (al-jadÊd), the child can 
press for two punishments. Consequently, if he forgives one he can 
still file a petition for the second.79

 The \anbalÊs generally acknowledged that the heritability of the 
right to press for punishment for qadhf depends on whether or not 
the victim was alive when accused and on the procedural posture of 
the case. If the victim was alive when falsely accused, the \anbalÊs 
distinguished between whether or not a petition is filed. If the victim 
petitions for the punishment, but dies before it is inflicted, the heirs 
inherit the cause of action. But if no petition is filed, liability for the 
criminal penalty drops and the heirs inherit nothing.80 If the victim 
was dead when falsely accused, the \anbalÊs generally asserted that 
the heirs inherit the right to press for Èadd liability.81

 M§likÊ jurists also held that the right to seek punishment for qadhf 
is heritable. In the case of a dead person who is falsely accused, Ibn 
al-Q§sim (d. 191/806) is reported to have held that the deceased’s 
heirs, e.g. his children, grandchildren and parents, can press for the 
right since the false accusation is an “injury that necessarily affects 
them.”82 If the deceased victim has no heirs and no kin, liability 
for the punishment drops. If the victim is alive when he is falsely 
accused, but dies before the punishment is applied, Ibn al-Q§sim 
allowed the victim’s son to press for the punishment; indeed he 
even allowed the victim to bequeath his right to petition for the 
punishment in the event he has no heir.83 If the victim bequeaths 
the right, the legatee has no option to forgive the perpetrator of his 
liability for the Èadd.84

 The \anafÊs did not hold the right to seek punishment for qadhf 
to be heritable. For them, the question of heritability returns to the 
more fundamental question of whether the right at stake is a right 
of God or a private right. When the false accusation occurs after 

79 Ibid., at 13:259-260.
80 Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:97; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:200.
81 Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:96-7; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:199-200.
82 SaÈnån, Mudawwana, 6:220. See also, Maww§q, T§j, 8:412.
83 SaÈnån, Mudawwana, 6:220. See also Maww§q, T§j, 8:412.
84 Maww§q, T§j, 8:412.
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the victim’s death, there is no right to be inherited. Rather, the heir 
can petition for the punishment for qadhf not as an inherited right 
from the victim but as a personal right stemming from the fact that 
the heir’s own dignity has been attacked. Where the victim is falsely 
accused and dies thereafter, the \anafÊs argued that since the interest 
at stake is a right of God and not a private right, it is not the kind 
of interest that can be personally devised or otherwise inherited.85 

Badr al-DÊn al-#AynÊ explained that the interest at stake involves 
both an individual right to protect one’s dignity (ßiy§nat al-#ir·) and 
the right of God to rid the world of evil.86 No right of God can be 
inherited; rather the political authority upholds rights of God in the 
interests of the public and as such the rights at stake are not personal. 
Rights of God do not disappear simply because the individual in 
question has died. They persevere and are upheld by the political 
authority—assuming a petition has been filed. Consequently, to the 
extent that a private right is implicated, it dissolves with the death of 
the individual.87 What this means is that any personal right stemming 
from qadhf falls with the victim’s death and any public right to 
punish qadhf remains vested with the public autority. But with the 
victim dead, there is no one to file a petition for redress. Therefore, 
if someone is falsely accused and dies before the penalty for qadhf 
is applied, the Èadd liability will fall for the \anafÊs. But God’s 
right does not fall, even if it is not litigated, due to the absence of 
necessary procedural requirements. As indicated above, the \anafÊs 
considered the petition to be a procedural requirement to satisfy the 
administrative conditions for redressing a Èaqq All§h. Without it, the 
public right cannot be satisfied. Furthermore, the victim’s right to 
redress is not the only personal right at stake in this situation. If 
there is no petition, then the victim’s redress fails but the defendant’s 
rights to be accused and challenged prevails. In the end, although it 
may seem that a private right is negated by the death of the victim, 
in fact a different private right is upheld.88 

85 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:259.
86 #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 6:371.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid., at 6:372. SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:113, argued that where the victim of the 

qadhf is either absent or dead, no Èadd liability exists since a condition of applying 
the punishment is to have the complaining party present.
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4. Confession (iqr§r) and Retraction (rujå#)

When discussing the punishment for zin§ and qadhf, jurists sometimes 
posed a hypothetical about the effect of a confession and subsequent 
retraction on one’s liability. In such cases, the confession is the 
only evidence against the defendant. The jurists asked: does the 
recantation of a confession affect the victim’s redress of his right 
under a qadhf analysis? The answer generally turned on whether 
the confession concerns a crime that affects personal interests or 
public interests. 

 In their discussion of zin§ and confessions, jurists included the 
story of M§#iz b. M§lik al-AslamÊ, a Companion of the Prophet who 
confessed to MuÈammad on four separate occasions of committing 
adultery. The Prophet accepted his confession as proof of his crime 
and ordered that he be stoned to death. When the first stone hit 
him, M§#iz fled. But he was pursued and ultimately killed. When 
the Prophet learned of what happened, he is reported to have said, 
“Had you only let him be. Perhaps he would have repented and 
God would have forgiven him.”89 Ma#iz’s flight was tantamount to 
a recantation of his confession. Because of this tradition, the jurists 
generally argued that one may recant a confession of zin§ and avoid 
penal liability.90 In this case, a pure Èaqq All§h is involved, and where 
the zin§ is established only by a confession, ambiguity (shubha) arises 
once the confession is recanted. Because there is no one to oppose 
the defendant in this case, the resulting ambiguity causes the Èadd 
to fall.91 

The issue of shubha or ambiguity is an important point to consider. 

89 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, #Awn al-Ma#båd SharÈ Sunan AbÊ D§wud (Beirut: D§r 
al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1998), 12:65-6. For other sources containing this tradition, 
see Ibn M§jah, al-Sunan (Riyadh: Maktabat al-Ma#§rif, 1998), 3:15; Abå al-
#Al§ MuÈammad al-Mub§rakfårÊ, TuÈfat al-AÈwadhÊ bi SharÈ J§mi# al-TirmidhÊ 
(Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, n.d.), 4:577; al-BaghawÊ, SharÈ al-Sunna, ed. 
#AlÊ MuÈammad Mu#awwa· and #$dil AÈmad #Abd al-Mawjåd (Beirut: D§r 
al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1992), 5:465. For jurists who utilized this tradition in 
their discussion of confessions and their retraction, see for example, SarakhsÊ, 
Mabsåã, 9:94; Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:212; BaghawÊ, TahdhÊb, 7:336.

90 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:212-3; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:155; SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 
9:94; Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:383; Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:12.

91 On the role of shubha in a retraction and the absence of an opposing party, 
see \anafÊ scholars such as: SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:94; Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:383; 
Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:12. On the effect of ambiguity in the application 
of Èadd penalities, see below.
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According to traditions from MuÈammad and his Companions, 
the punishments for the Èudåd crimes must not be applied where 
doubt exists about the facts of the matter. In one ÈadÊth, MuÈammad 
says: “Avoid applying the Èudåd where you find [a reason]”.92 Ibn 
AbÊ Shayba (d. 235/850) related a tradition transmitted from the 
Companion Ibn Mas#åd, which states: “If the application of the 
Èadd is in doubt for you, avoid it.”.93 In his work on legal principles 
(al-qaw§#id al-fiqhiyya), Jal§l al-DÊn al-SuyåãÊ (d. 911/1505) narrated 
a tradition in which MuÈammad says, “Do not apply the Èudåd 
where there is ambiguity” (idra"å al-Èudåd bi’l-shubuh§t).94 Jurists used 
these traditions to articulate a general principle (q§#ida) concerning 
the application of the Èudåd, namely, that one must avoid the Èudåd 
penalties where ambiguity exists.95

The Sh§fi#Ê al-BaghawÊ (d. 510/1117) illustrated the effect of re   -
canting a confession for zin§ and qadhf in more complex cases. 
Suppose a man commits zin§ with a woman and confesses to his 
crime, while the woman denies it entirely. In this case, the man has 
committed an act of zin§, as well as an act of qadhf by accusing a 
woman of zin§ without sufficient evidence. Consequently, he is liable 
to the punishments for both zin§ and qadhf, while the woman is not 
liable to any punishment. But if the man retracts his confession, 
the punishment for fornication will fall but not that for qadhf. The 
retraction is valid as to God’s right because it creates ambiguity 
about the occurrence of zin§, but the woman’s right to petition for 
qadhf liability remains intact. Her tangible interest in dignity has 
been implicated by the confession. If a subsequent retraction could 
undermine the defendant’s liability for qadhf, the woman’s dignity 
would remain vulnerable to repeated allegations and she would 
have no recourse.96

92 Ibn M§jah, Sunan, 3:10; D§raquãnÊ, Sunan al-D§raquãnÊ, ed. MagdÊ b. 
Manßår b. Sayyid al-Shåra (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1996), 3:68-9.

93 Ibn AbÊ Shayba, al-Kit§b al-Mußannaf fÊ al-AÈ§dÊth wa’l-Ath§r, ed. MuÈammad 
#Abd al-Sal§m Sh§hÊn (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1995), 5:507-8.

94 Al-SuyåãÊ, al-Ashb§h wa’l-Naí§"ir fÊ Qaw§#id wa-Furå# Fiqh al-Sh§fi#Ê (Beirut: 
D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1983), 122. For similar traditions see al-Mub§rakfårÊ, 
TuÈfat al-AÈwadhÊ, 4:572-4; al-\§kim al-NÊs§bårÊ, al-Mustadrak #al§ al-‘aÈiÈayn 
(Beirut: D§r al-Ma#rifa, 1998), 5:517.

95 Ibn Nujaym, al-Ashb§h wa’l-Naí§"ir (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1980), 
127. See also Rudolph Peters, “The Islamization of Criminal Law: A Compara-
tive Analysis,” Die Welts des Islams 34, no. 2 (1994): 246-74, at 250; idem, Crime and 
Punishment in Islamic Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 21-23.

96 BaghawÊ, TahdhÊb, 7:336. In another hypothetical, suppose the man confes-
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 The Sh§fi#Ê al-M§wardÊ offered a more conceptual approach to 
the tension at play in the matter of confessions and their retraction. 
He stated that all rights of God fall where there is ambiguity, 
whereas private rights are not so undermined.97 He added that 
pure rights of God include the Èudåd offenses such as zin§, apostasy, 
and consumption of alcohol. A confession (iqr§r) to these acts is 
sufficient to establish liability. But because they are purely rights of 
God, the confessor can recant his confession and negate his liability 
because of the doctrine of shubha.98 If liability also is established by 
witness testimony (shah§da), the effect on liability of the recantation 
depends on whether the defendant confessed before or after the 
witness testimony was given. According to al-M§wardÊ, the preferred 
position is that if the confession precedes the witness testimony, a 
recantation will negate liability for a pure right of God. In this case, 
the witness testimony is redundant to the confession and is treated 
as such (maãraÈa). If the witnesses presented their evidence prior to 
any confession, any subsequent recantation will not negate liability 
for a right of God.99

 Pure individual rights, according to al-M§wardÊ, include qadhf and 
rights arising out of qiß§ß liability (lex talionis). In his view, if someone 
confesses to committing such an act, no subsequent recantation 
will undermine the defendant’s liability. The confession invokes 
the specific rights of the victim, and to deny liability because of a 
recantation is to deny the victim redress for an injury he suffers in 
fact. In the case of qadhf, the only way that liability can be negated 
is if the victim admits that the alleged accuser has truthfully accused 
him. In that case, the defendant’s liability falls, not because of any 
recantation, but because he has been rehabilitated by the right-holder 
(ß§Èib al-Èaqq).100

 As for mixed rights, these involve cases in which both a right of 
God and a personal right are implicated, e.g. theft (sariqa), when 

ses to raping a woman (akrahtu ful§na #al§ al-zin§), and the woman does not deny it. 
The man is liable for the Èadd of zin§ and is liable to pay the woman a reasonable 
sum of money that would be the equivalent of her dowry (mahr), had he married 
her. The Èadd of qadhf would not apply. But if he retracts the confession of rape, 
the penal liability for zin§ falls, but not the liability for paying the mahr, for the 
same reason as above.

97 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:211.
98 For this view, see also K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i# al-‘an§"i#, 9:238.
99 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:211.
100 Ibid., 13:212.
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amputation vindicates a pure right of God, and compensation satis-
fies a pure private right.101 Suppose a case of theft is proven only 
on the basis of the thief’s confession. What happens if the thief 
recants? In this case, the defendant’s liability to compensate the victim 
remains. However, there is debate as to whether the punishment of 
amputation falls. Some said that since amputation is a distinct and 
distinguishable punishment, it must fall because it reflects a pure 
right of God.102 Others argued that because it is intimately associated 
with an individual right that is not affected by a retraction, corporal 
liability for theft remains.103

 This analysis illustrates how jurists treated the effectiveness of 
recanting a confession in general and of qadhf in particular. Most 
argued that because qadhf involves a private right at least to some 
degree, recanting a confession does not completely undermine a 
slanderer’s liability. The \anbalÊ Ibn Qud§ma, for instance, said that 
upholding liability despite a retraction is in part why qadhf invokes a 
private right.104 The later \anbalÊ al-BahåtÊ likewise argued that one 
cannot recant a confession for qadhf, whereas one can recant where 
the infraction concerns a right of God.105 Even \anafÊ scholars, who 
emphasized that the Èadd of qadhf involves a right of God, argued that 
no recanting is acceptable for qadhf. For instance, both al-SarakhsÊ 
(d. 483/1090) and al-MarghÊn§nÊ wrote that qadhf is not a pure 
right of God. The victim has rights that are implicated in a case of 
qadhf.106 With respect to a pure right of God, no one has a specific 
litigable interest to challenge the defendant. But in the case of qadhf 
there is someone to contest the matter and challenge the recantation. 
Because the victim can uphold the veracity of the confession and 
rebuff the retraction, \anafÊs denied any effect to the recanting of 
a confession for qadhf.107 In other words, the nature of the right at 
stake and the parties involved allowed al-SarakhsÊ and al-MarghÊn§nÊ 
the flexibility to balance and emphasize the private element involved 
in a crime that \anafÊs considered to be predominantly a right of 
God.

101 Ibid.
102 Ibid.
103 Ibid.
104 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:217.
105 BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:134.
106 MarghÊn§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:402; SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:110.
107 SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:110; MarghÊn§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:402
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5. Implied Waiver of Rights

The final legal question concerning qadhf centers on a hypothetical 
that il lus trates how some jurists conceived of and defined the re-
spective claims underlying qadhf. 

The hypothetical concerns plaintiff P telling defendant D to slander 
him. Suppose D complies and slanders P. The question the jurists 
asked is whether D should be punished for committing qadhf. The 
\anbalÊ Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ (d. 763/1362) and the Sh§fi#Ê 
al-Qaff§l al-Sh§shÊ (d. 507/1114) said that there are two possibilities. 
One option is to apply the discretionary punishment of ta#zÊr, the 
other is to apply the full Èadd of qadhf.108 In either case D will be 
punished. Notably, both jurists provided their conclusions without any 
explanation, but both recognized that at stake was a private right that 
must be vindicated. The earlier Sh§fi#Ê jurist al-ShÊr§zÊ (d. 476/1083) 
said that those who denied liability held that the right belongs to 
P and that his right for redress fell when he gave D permission to 
falsely accuse him.109 Those upholding liability did so because the 
disgrace and indignity attaches to P’s kin (al-#§r yalÈaqu bi’l-#ashÊra). P 
does not fully possess the right to invite a slander against him except 
with permission from his larger kin community.110 

Concluding Note on Qadhf

This analysis of the debates on qadhf among the four SunnÊ schools of 
law suggests that background concepts like dignity, however defined, 
affected how jurists constructed rules of law. If the dignity underlying 
qadhf primarily invokes individual interests, jurists endorse rules that 
empower the victim, such as requiring a petition, and allowing waiver 
and heritability of the right. On the other hand, if one holds that 
the dignity underlying qadhf relates to the social good, one would 
likely argue that a petition by the victim is not always needed to 
bring the claim to the governing authorities, that the victim cannot 
waive redress of his rights, and that the right to petition for the 
defendant’s punishment is not heritable.111 What is more, even if the 

108 #Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:96; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:40-1.
109 ShÊr§zÊ, Muhadhdhab, 3:349.
110 Ibid.
111 For this conceptual summary, see QurãubÊ, J§mi#, 12:118-19.
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right is considered a private one, it may not necessarily be a right 
wholly possessed by the individual, but may implicate the interests 
of his kin group. 

This debate is not simply a technical question of pleading and 
practice. Rather, the rules of pleading and practice are the legal 
means for manifesting fundamental juristic commitments to the value 
of dignity as it reflected the nature of individuals and the social 
good. Is the general good of dignity a public one that the ruling 
authority must vindicate, even at the expense of an individual’s 
desire to avoid further public scandal? If so, then it is reasonable 
to extend standing to redress the crime to persons other than just 
the victim. The rule on standing, immersed within the larger debate 
on Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d, arguably promotes a vision of society. 
However, if the interest is viewed as a private right, again it seems 
reasonable to require the victim to petition for redress. Without a 
petition, the political authority is not empowered to right the wrong. 
This position suggests that the basic value of dignity predominantly 
attaches to the individual and cannot be redressed except with his 
express desire and intent. What seems clear is that jurists used the 
Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic to craft legal rules that manifested 
their understanding and commitment to the value of dignity in light 
of its significance for individuals and society at large. 

Corrective/Distributive Concerns About the Right and the Good: Theft 
(Sariqa)

In qadhf cases, the debate concerns the relative weight of the mixed 
interests underlying the single liability of eighty lashes. Theft or sariqa 
also presents a mixed rights case, but of a different type. Theft 
involves two separate punishments: a right of God (i.e. amputation of 
the right hand) and a private right to compensation (ghurm or ·am§n) 
where the stolen property is consumed or otherwise destroyed. Jurists 
debated whether the single underlying act of theft may result in two 
separate liabilities or just one. 

 The corporal punishment for theft is established by the Qur"§n, 
aÈ§dÊth, and historical narratives about MuÈammad. Q. 5:38 states: 
“Regarding the male and female thieves, cut their hands as punish-
ment for what they did as a warning from God.” The ÈadÊth literature 
also contains traditions in which MuÈammad condemns the thief 
and defines some of the elements of the crime. Like the Qur"§nic 
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verse, the aÈadÊth require amputation of the thief’s hand although 
they differ over the requisite minimum amount (niß§b) the thief must 
steal in order to be subjected to the punishment of amputation.112 

Amputation for theft invokes a pure right of God that the ruling 
authority must redress, regardless of the victim’s later wishes. This 
point is illustrated by a story about a Companion of MuÈammad, 
‘afw§n b. Umayya, who brought a complaint against a defendant 
for stealing a garment. ‘afw§n spent part of a day circumambulating 
the Ka#ba and praying, after which he rolled up his cloak and used 
it as a pillow to take a nap. While he was asleep, a man came and 
took the cloak from under him. ‘afw§n took the man to MuÈammad, 
accusing him of stealing his garment. The man confessed to the 
crime and MuÈammad sentenced him to have his hand amputated. 
At that moment, ‘afw§n said that he did not want the thief to suffer 
punishment and instead let him have the garment. The Prophet 
replied, “If only you had decided this before you brought him to 
me.” The thief’s hand was then amputated.113 In another tradition, 
MuÈammad is reported to have said: “Excuse the Èudåd among 
yourselves, but whatever Èadd [claim] reaches me must be fulfilled.”114 
In other words, at a certain point, a Èadd punishment like amputation 
for theft must be satisfied without discretion regardless of the later 
wishes of the victim.

112 In one tradition from MuÈammad’s wife, #$"isha, she reported that the 
requisite minimum is one-fourth of a dÊn§r. Ibn #Umar narrated a tradition 
in which the amount in question is three dirhams. Abå Bakr (r. 10-12/632-
4) amputated a thief for stealing a minimum of five dirhams, whereas others 
held that one does not suffer amputation for stealing less than ten dirhams. 
See the aÈadÊth related in the following: Ibn AbÊ Shayba, al-Kit§b al-Mußannaf; 
5:471-3; Ibn \ajar al-#Asqal§nÊ, FatÈ al-B§rÊ SharÈ ‘aÈÊÈ al-Bukh§rÊ (Beirut: D§r 
al-Ma#rifa, n.d.), 12:96-7; al-NawawÊ, al-Minh§j SharÈ ‘ahÊÈ Muslim b. al-\ajj§j, 
ed. KhalÊl Ma"mån ShÊkh§, 3rd ed. (Beirut: D§r al-Ma#rifa, 1996), 11:181-6; 
al-\§kim al-NÊs§bårÊ, al-Mustadrak, 5:539-41; al-Mub§rakfårÊ, TuÈfat al-AÈwadhÊ, 
5:3-5; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, #Awn al-Ma#båd, 12:32-5; BaghawÊ, SharÈ al-
Sunna, 5:481-4. Putting aside the debate on the minimum amount required 
for liability, the fact remains that there is both a Qur"§nic and Sunnaic basis 
for the punishment of theft.

113 For this story, see al-SuyåãÊ, SharÈ Sunan al-Nas§"Ê (Beirut: D§r al-Kit§b 
al-#ArabÊ, n.d.), 8:68-72; Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:55, Ibn Rushd al-Jadd, Bay§n, 
16:228.

114 D§raquãnÊ, Sunan, 3:89; Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:55. Notably, Ibn \azm 
disregarded this and the ‘afw§n tradition. He argued, without reference to 
traditions, that the punishment for the Èadd does not become obligatory until 
the case reaches the im§m, who must establish its validity. Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 
12:57.
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The Petition Requirement

Jurists of the four SunnÊ schools disagreed whether the victim of theft 
must institute an action.115 While Sh§fi#Ê, \anbalÊ, and \anafÊ jurists 
required the victim to file a petition to seek redress, the M§likÊs used 
the petitioning requirement as a legal means to balance the victim’s 
right to privately settle his own interests with the ruler’s need to 
uphold order and security as part of the public good.

Sh§fi#Ê jurists such as al-M§wardÊ and al-NawawÊ held that mere 
testimony of witnesses cannot justify punishment for theft, although 
confession by the thief is sufficient.116 They illustrated this point by 
posing a hypothetical. Suppose the victim is absent (gh§"ib), and the 
defendant does not confess, but there are sufficient witnesses to prove 
the crime of theft. In this case, al-M§wardÊ wrote that the defendant 
cannot be punished on the mere testimony of the witnesses. Rather, 
liability for sariqa arises only once the victim is present and makes 
a claim against the defendant117 Arguably, al-M§wardÊ required a 
live and actual controversy to ensure that a victim exists who wishes 
to press his claim. Al-NawawÊ addressed the same hypothetical and 
argued that the defendant is not punished because implicit in the 
punishment of theft is not only a right of God but also a private 

115 Importantly, jurists held that the petition for the crime of theft is not a 
claim by the victim to have the Èadd imposed on his behalf. The Èadd is a right 
of God to which the claimant is not entitled. Rather, as the jurists argued, 
the claimant’s petition is for his property. His rights extend to his property 
only, and the responsibility to apply the Èadd falls upon the state as a right of 
God. Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:217; Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:105; Ibn 
al-4awayy§n, Man§r al-SabÊl, 3:271.

116 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:332; NawawÊ, Raw·a, 10:144, 148. See also ShirbÊnÊ, 
Nih§yat al-MuÈt§j, 7:463. Notably, al-M§wardÊ wrote that if the thief confesses to 
his crime and then recants, only Èadd liability is negated, but not the liability 
to compensate the owner for his property, since that involves a private right 
and cannot fall with the withdrawal of the confession. M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:332. 
Al-M§wardÊ specifically focused on confessions and their role in establishing 
liability without a petition issued by the victim. See for instance, M§wardÊ, 
\§wÊ, 13:337, where he writes that in the event of confessions by both a thief 
and a fornicator, the punishments for the respective Èudåd are to be applied, 
even if there is no complaining party. See also NawawÊ, Raw·a, 10:144.

117 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:336. Notably, this is not the case in the event that 
someone commits zin§. There is no complaining party that must necessarily 
issue a petition. Al-M§wardÊ argued that this is due in part to the fact that 
the Èadd of zin§ involves a pure right of God, whereas the crime of theft also 
involves a private right. M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:337.
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right that is “legislated to protect one’s property.”118 Consequently, 
the victim’s presence is required to ensure that his rights have been 
violated in actual fact. This is not to say that the political authority 
or im§m is powerless. The witness testimony raises concerns about 
violations of the public interest, and therefore the im§m can imprison 
the alleged thief on the basis of the former’s jurisdiction to uphold 
the public interest. But given the severity of the corporal punishment 
for theft, the ruling authority cannot amputate the defendant’s hand 
until the victim comes forward to verify that he indeed has a claim. 
If the victim never comes forward, the defendant does not suffer 
any further punishment, Èadd or otherwise.119 Furthermore, to ensure 
proper legal procedure and the protection of the defendant’s interests, 
al-NawawÊ required that in any case involving amputation for theft, 
the victim must be present at the punishment. Even if the thief 
confesses his crime, the victim must still be present, both to ensure 
that a claim exists and to protect the defendant from his own mistake 
of fact. Suppose the defendant confesses to stealing the property but 
made a mistake or misunderstood the victim’s ownership claims. Or 
suppose the victim wants to act mercifully toward the defendant by 
giving him the property. Having the victim present at the litigation 
and penal phases of the trial protects the defendant’s interests and 
allows the victim to act benevolently if he so wishes. 

The \anbalÊ jurists Ibn Qud§ma and al-BahåtÊ required a petition 
even in cases in which the thief confesses (iqr§r) or there are two male 
witnesses to the crime. They argued that one cannot know for sure 
whether or not the alleged thief was simply borrowing the property 
with the owner’s prior permission. Perhaps the thief confesses to 
sariqa, but the owner petitions for redress of a different crime. In 
other words, without the petition there is ambiguity (shubha) as to 
the nature of the wrong; where there is ambiguity, Èadd liability is 
dropped.120 

 \anafÊ jurists such as al-MarghÊn§nÊ and Ibn Nujaym argued 

118 NawawÊ, Raw·a, 10:148.
119 Ibid. For this same example, see also Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:71-3, who held that 

one must wait for the victim to be present before applying the punishment for the 
Èadd crime. Furthermore, he said that if the victim is not too distant, then the de-
fendant is imprisoned. But if he is traveling in a far off region, then the defendant 
is not imprisoned.

120 Ibn Qud§ma, al-K§fÊ fÊ Fiqh al-Im§m AÈmad, ed. MuÈammad F§ris and 
Mus#ad #Abd al-\amÊd al-Sa#danÊ (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1994), 4:80; 
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that before a defendant’s hand can be amputated for committing 
theft, a complaining party must first seek redress. They required an 
adversarial claim against the alleged thief in order to establish beyond 
a doubt that an actual controversy (mun§za#a) exists.121 In fact, the 
role of the plaintiff in the litigation process is so important that if 
witnesses testify to the crime of theft, but the victim is absent, the 
witness testimony is not accepted. Where the victim is absent, the 
most the ruling authority can do is imprison the defendant on the 
basis of the testimony. 122 

But suppose the thief confesses to the crime. Al-K§s§nÊ acknowl-
edged that there is some debate as to whether the victim must still 
petition to hold the defendant liable. Abå \anÊfa and al-Shayb§nÊ 
(d. 189/805)123 reportedly held that the victim must make a claim 
and be present in such a case. If he is absent, no Èadd liability exists. 
However, Abå Yåsuf held that a petition or claim is not necessary in 
the event the thief confesses. The difference between these positions 
is based on whether or not sufficient “ambiguity” exists to negate 
Èadd liability if the victim is absent. Al-Kas§nÊ posed the following 
hypothetical: suppose someone confesses to fornicating with a woman, 
but the woman is absent. In this case, Èadd liability exists based on his 
confession. If the woman were present and challenged his confession, 
only then would ambiguity arise to undermine Èadd liability. If liability 
were dropped because she was not present after his confession, it 
would be because of the doubt about the existence of ambiguity 
(shubhat al-shubha), not actual ambiguity. But the woman’s absence is 
not a basis for denying zin§ liability. Al-Kas§nÊ held that competing 
understandings of what counts as sufficient ambiguity accounts for 
the two \anafÊ positions in the case of the absent victim of theft. 
If the victim is present, he may challenge the thief’s confession, and 
thereby create actual ambiguity in the matter and negate Èadd liability. 
This is why Abå \anÊfa and al-Shayb§nÊ required a petition to exist 
even in the event of a confession. Without the victim petitioning the 
case, the possibility of ambiguity exists; this was sufficient for Abå 

idem, MughnÊ, 8:284-5; al-BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:185. See also Mard§wÊ, 
Inß§f, 10:251.

121 Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:418; Ibn Nujaym, al-BaÈr al-R§"iq, 5:105.
122 Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:418.
123 There is some disagreement on when al-Shayb§nÊ died, some suggesting 

that he died two years earlier. E. Chaumont, EI2, s.v. “al-Shayb§nÊ”.
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\anÊfa and al-Shayb§nÊ to deny Èadd liability for theft, but not for 
Abå Yåsuf. For al-K§s§nÊ, however, the petition is required not 
because of the actual existence or mere possibility of ambiguity. 
Rather, the claimant must be present as a procedural requirement 
to litigate the case before the judiciary.124 Without it, no case exists 
and the ruling authority is unable to provide relief. 

The M§likÊs once again seemed interested in balancing individual 
and social interests. On the one hand, theft violates the victim’s 
ownership interest. On the other hand, it presents a challenge to the 
public protection of property relations. M§likÊ jurists recognized that 
rules governing theft cases, such as petitioning, must balance rights 
of God and private rights. Consequently, the M§likÊs did not require 
the victim to petition for the case. Even without a petition, a thief 
could be subjected to amputation for theft on the basis of either his 
own confession or the testimony of two upright male witnesses.125 
For instance, SaÈnån asked Ibn al-Q§sim about the case in which 
the victim is absent and two witnesses testify against an alleged thief 
in front of a judge. Although Ibn al-Q§sim never knew M§lik to 
amputate the thief under these circumstances, he nonetheless said 
that the im§m has the power to hear the witnesses and thereby try 
the case. He based this decision on an earlier precedent from M§lik 
concerning a case of illicit sexual relations. Someone asked M§lik 
about a group that witnessed a man commit zin§. M§lik responded 
that the im§m should ask the witnesses what they saw and determine 
whether it is sufficient to support the requisite punishment. According 
to Ibn al-Q§sim, M§lik’s decision in a zin§ case provides a solution 
to the question about theft. If witnesses observe the theft and the 
amount stolen is sufficient to justify amputation, then “even though 
there may be in the theft some factor for which amputation is not 
required,” the im§m can hear the case and pass judgment on the 
alleged offender.126 In other words, even though theft presents certain 
factual ambiguities not present in zin§ cases, Ibn al-Q§sim allowed 
the ruling authority to prosecute an alleged thief. 

The significance of Ibn al-Q§sim’s legal move is better understood 
by contrasting it to the Sh§fi#Ê al-NawawÊ’s views on petitioning in 
zin§ and theft cases. Al-NawawÊ required the victim of theft to be 

124 Al-Kas§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:331-2.
125 Ibn Rushd al-Jadd, Muqaddim§t, 3:220.
126 SaÈnån, Mudawwana, 6:265.
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present at the litigation and penal phases of the trial against the 
alleged thief. These requirements afford the victim the opportunity 
to challenge the defendant’s confession or act benevolently. In other 
words, confrontation ensures that a live controversy exists without 
ambiguity, and that the defendant’s rights to procedural justice are 
respected. This is different from zin§, where there is no need for 
a complaining party to be present (four witnesses are all that is 
required) given the nature of the act. Either the witnesses saw the 
parties engage in a sex act or they did not. In the case of theft, 
however, mere witness testimony may not capture all the relevant 
facts of the case, which may be known only to the victim. To 
protect the alleged thief, more than mere testimony is required.127 
Although Ibn al-Q§sim recognized the possible ambiguity in witness 
testimony in theft cases, it seems the public interest in the crime of 
theft outweighed those concerns. 

 For instance, suppose a thief is brought to the sulã§n by a member 
of the public while the owner of the stolen property is absent: can 
the thief suffer amputation? Ibn al-Q§sim related a story in which 
M§lik was asked about a man who lived in Syria but had property in 
Egypt. Someone stole his property in Egypt, and sufficient evidence 
was presented to the court to show that the thief stole the property 
furtively. The thief alleged that the owner of the property sent him 
to fetch the property.128 For M§lik, despite the ambiguity arising 
from the owner’s absence and the defendant’s allegation, the evidence 
presented was sufficient to justify amputating the thief’s hand. The 
court has no obligation to seek the testimony of the actual owner 
miles away in Damascus. In fact, when asked whether it would make 
a difference if the owner corroborated the thief’s statement, M§lik 
replied that there is no need to consider (l§ yaníuru) the owner’s 
views.129 This is not to suggest that M§lik would ignore the owner’s 
testimony. Rather, the question put to M§lik is “what if the owner 

127 NawawÊ, Raw·a, 10:144. For the witness requirements in a case of adultery 
and fornication, see Robert Roberts, The Social Laws of the Qorân (London: 
Williams and Norgate, Ltd., 1925), 33-4; Omar al-Mutrak, “Sexual Offences 
in Islamic Criminal Law: Textual Foundations,” in Criminal Law in Islam and 
the Muslim World: A Comparative Perspective, ed. Tahir Mahmood et al (Delhi: 
Institute of Objective Studies, 1996), 212-22, at 217-18.

128 SaÈnån, Mudawwana, 6:266.
129 Ibid.
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were asked...” ( fa-in su"ila).130 The use of the passive tense raises 
ambiguity about who is asking. Arguably, the issue here is not about an 
owner actually testifying, since that would undermine the underlying 
fact pattern. Rather, the issue is whether the court, as fact finder, 
has a burden to engage in fact finding, in addition to assessing the 
testimony before it. In other words, if the owner is in Syria, the thief 
is in Egypt, and the existing evidence is sufficient to find liability, 
the court does not have the burden to seek out the owner and wait 
for his testimony. The right of the im§m is such that the court can 
pursue the matter in the public interest, despite the ambiguity that 
may work to the defendant’s disadvantage.

In another example, M§lik was asked about a person who was 
caught at night bringing out some goods from A’s residence. The 
accused said that he was sent by A to his house to get the items 
for A. M§lik would consider the matter (an yaníura fÊ dh§lik), i.e. he 
would engage in fact finding. If it is known ( yu#rafu) that the accused 
is sufficiently dedicated to the owner to make his statement possible, 
he is not subjected to amputation. However, if there is no such 
foundation for ambiguity, the accused’s statement is not accepted 
and he must suffer amputation.131 Again the passive tense, which 
hides the active agent, seems to be used here to raise questions 
about the burden of the im§m to justly sentence a defendant accused 
of theft. 

 A further and final example will emphasize that at issue in the 
M§likÊ petitioning discussion is a question of balancing private and 
public interests in terms of the demands imposed on the ruling 
authority’s judicial institution as fact finder and legal enforcer. Sup-
pose someone steals from another, but the victim waives his right to 
redress. However, someone else brings the thief to the attention of 
the governing authorities for prosecution. In this case, the thief will 
suffer amputation despite the fact that the victim waived redress.132 
Arguably, because of the public nature of the crime, and the role 
of the judicial institution in mediating the transformation of a right 
from the private to the public sphere, once a Èadd case is presented 
to the ruling authority, it cannot ignore it. The victim’s waiver, 
therefore, is of no import given that the case has already come to 

130 Ibid.
131 Ibid., at 6:267.
132 Ibid.
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court. Once a theft case comes to court, the nature of the right 
converts from being purely private to being public in light of the 
role of the ruler to effectuate the good. 

 This is not to suggest that the M§likÊs provided no discretion to 
the victim to redress his rights privately. Certainly the victim can 
petition the ruling authority on his own if he wishes. But he can also 
engage in private, informal redress. The M§likÊs allow the victim to 
make private arrangements with the thief and thereby avoid public 
prosecution. For instance, suppose the victim plans to petition the 
ruling authority for redress but the thief asks him to settle the matter 
in order to avoid involving the im§m. In this case, both parties may 
reach an agreement (al-ßulÈ). Suppose, however, that they get into 
a disagreement thereafter, and the victim petitions the court for 
redress. In this instance, the ruling authority will provide redress to 
the victim by amputating the thief’s hand. But the thief may seek 
redress against the victim for reimbursement of what he provided as 
consideration for the private settlement. Where the private agreement 
was made in order to avoid resorting to the governing authorities, 
the thief can demand reimbursement on condition that the property 
he gave as consideration was not part of the property stolen from 
the victim.133 

This analysis suggests that although the M§likÊs respected the 
victim’s right to engage in private redress, once the case reaches 
the political authority, the private right component of theft is trans-
formed into a public right issue, thereby emphasizing the role of 
the ruling authority and its institutions to satisfy the public good. 
Even if the victim waives redress, someone else can press charges 
and the thief will suffer amputation.134 As Abå Zayd al-Qayraw§nÊ 
related: “There is no intercession (l§ yushfa#) for the thief when he 
appears before the im§m or his retinue.”135 He related that Ibn al-
Q§sim stated: “Prior to reaching [the political authority] there is 
wide latitude (fa-w§si#) whether that [wrong] is not known or widely 
acknowledged. Where it is known and has negative consequences 
for the public, avoiding intercession for the thief is more pleasing to 
me.”136 Individual discretion is therefore acknowledged, but only to 

133 Abå Zayd al-Qayraw§nÊ, al-Naw§dir wa’l-Ziy§d§t, ed. MuÈammad \ajjÊ 
(Beirut: D§r al-Gharb al-Isl§mÊ, 1999), 14:455-56.

134 Ibid., at 14:460.
135 Ibid., at 14:459.
136 Ibid.
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a limited extent. Certainly the private victim can waive redress and 
engage in settlement negotiations without involving the governing 
authority and its punitive mechanisms. But for the M§likÊs, theft 
involves a public harm serious enough that they not only expanded 
standing, but also limited the judiciary’s burden of fact finding so as 
to facilitate prosecution, even though in similar situations jurists of 
other schools hesitated to impose amputation because of concerns 
over factual ambiguity.

The Mixed Rights and Liabilities of Theft

Jurists contending with the mixed interests entailed by a case of 
theft debated whether one should be subjected to the double liability 
scheme of amputation and compensatory liability. 

Generally the four SunnÊ schools of law agreed that if a thief retains 
possession of the stolen goods, he is subjected to amputation and must 
return the stolen property to its owner.137 The property remaining in 
the defendant’s possession was never considered to transmute into his 
own property; thus returning it does not constitute a second liability 
since it poses no hardship to the defendant’s financial interests. Jurists 
disagreed, however, over the situation in which the stolen property no 
longer exists, is consumed, or is otherwise destroyed. In such cases, 
is the thief liable to both amputation and compensation, or must 
the victim choose one liability over the other? Compensation in this 
instance was viewed as a second punishment, since the defendant’s 
financial interests are sacrificed for the victim’s benefit. 

 The Sh§fi#Ês and the \anbalÊs agreed that the thief, once found 
guilty, is subjected to both amputation and compensation if the 
property in question has been consumed or otherwise destroyed. 
Their argument rests on the fact that two interests are at stake in the 
crime of theft and both need to be vindicated. Satisfying the public 

137 For Sh§fi#Ês holding this view, see R§zÊ, al-TafsÊr al-KabÊr, 4:355; BaghawÊ, 
TahdhÊb, 7:386-87; MuÈammad al-ShirbÊnÊ, MughnÊ al-MuÈt§j, ed. #AlÊ Mu#awwa· 
and #$dil #Abd al-Mawjåd (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 2000), 5:494. 
For \anbalÊ sources, see Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:143; Ibn Qud§ma, 
MughnÊ, 8:270-1; idem, K§fÊ, 4:84. For M§likÊ sources, see Ibn al-Jall§b al-BaßrÊ, 
TafrÊ#, 2:230; Ibn Rushd al-Jadd, Muqaddim§t, 3:224; KhurashÊ, \§shiya, 8:331-
2. For \anafÊ sources, see Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:419; K§s§nÊ, Bad§"Ê#, 9:340; 
SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:156; #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:70.
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interest does not negate satisfaction of the private right. Rather, both 
can be redressed together. For instance, the Sh§fi#Ê jurist al-BaghawÊ 
held that the punishment of amputation fulfills the right of God, 
which is reflected by the violation of the sanctity of SharÊ#a (li-hatki 
Èurmat al-shar#). Compensation, on the other hand, is a private right 
and is required because of the destruction of the owner’s property 
(li-ihl§k m§lihi). Satisfying one interest does not negate the other.138 
Likewise, the \anbalÊ jurist Ibn Qud§ma argued that both a right of 
God and a personal right are at stake in the crime of theft. For Ibn 
Qud§ma, if the stolen property remains in the thief’s possession, he is 
required to return it. “Compensation is required if it is destroyed… 
Amputation and compensation constitute two rights that are required 
for the two right holders (li-mustaÈaqqayn) [i.e. God and the victim], 
so it is permissible to unite both of them.”139 To negate one because 
of the other would jeopardize the public interest in deterring theft 

138 BaghawÊ, TahdhÊb, 7:387. For other Sh§fi#Ê jurists holding the general 
Sh§fi#Ê position that both rights must be satisfied, see Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 4:145, 
who held that if the thief cannot return the property, he owes compensation 
(·am§n); M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:342, asserted that the corporal punishment for 
theft does not negate the individual right to compensation; R§zÊ, al-TafsÊr 
al-KabÊr, 4:355, indicated that the Èadd of God does not negate or restrain 
one from satisfying private rights; ShÊr§zÊ, Muhadhdhab, 3:365, held that if the 
thief destroys the property, he must pay compensation in fulfillment of the 
private rights; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:77, said that if the property is destroyed, the 
defendant is subject to both amputation and compensation; ShirbÊnÊ, MughnÊ 
al-MuÈt§j, 5:494, wrote that amputation is in fulfillment of the right of God, 
while compensation satisfies the private individual right, and one does not 
negate the other. For jurists of other schools who represented this position as 
the Sh§fi#Ê view, see Ibn al-#ArabÊ, Kit§b al-Qabas, 3:1027; #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:70; 
Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd, Bid§ya, 2:662-3; K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:340; Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 
1:419; QurãubÊ, J§mi#, 6:108; SarakhshÊ, Mabsåã, 9:156.

139 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:271. See also, Ibn Qud§ma, K§fÊ, 4:84, who said 
that compensation fulfills the private right and the Qur"§nic punishment for 
the Èadd satisfies the right of God. For other \anbalÊ jurists who held the same 
view, see Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:143, who wrote that amputation 
and compensation are united under the cause of action for theft. Both reflect 
rights to which someone (i.e. God and the victim) is entitled. See also Abå 
#Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:135-6, for whom corporal punishment for the 
Èadd of theft and the liability for compensation coexist in the same cause of 
action; Majd al-DÊn b. Taymiyya, al-MuÈarrar fÊ al-Fiqh #al§ Madhhab al-Im§m 
AÈmad b. \anbal, ed. MuÈammad \asan MuÈammad Ism§#Êl and AÈmad 
MaÈrås Ja#far ‘§liÈ, 2 vols. (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub al-#Ilmiyya, 1999), 2:319, 
wrote that the defendant is liable both to compensate the victim and undergo 
amputation; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:254, said that the thief must either return the 
property or compensate the victim, while also being subject to Èadd liability 
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through Èadd liability, and the individual’s security in his possession 
and ownership.

 The M§likÊs were concerned that where the property in question 
is destroyed, the defendant may suffer two punishments for a single 
underlying offense. Not wanting to penalize the defendant twice for 
stealing, they struck a balance between a dual and single liability 
scheme. They argued that a thief is subjected to amputation but his 
liability to compensate depends on whether he is capable of paying 
the amount to the victim. If the defendant suffers from economic 
hardship between the time he steals the property and the time 
his hand is amputated, he is not liable to pay compensation. If, 
however, he is wealthy enough to afford to compensate the victim, 
he must do so. But if he was impoverished between the time of the 
theft and the amputation but becomes wealthy thereafter, he is still 
not liable for compensation. The economic hardship from the time 
of the infraction to the penal phase negates any and all liability to 
remunerate the victim.140 To explain the M§likÊ view, the jurist and 
q§·Ê Ibn Rushd al-Jadd reasoned that to impose liability where there 
is economic hardship is to impose two punishments (#uqåbat§n) on 
the defendant, namely amputation of his hand and ongoing financial 
liability (itb§# dhimmatihi). This runs counter to the Qur"§nic verse 
on theft, he argued, which specifies only one punishment against 
the thief, namely amputation. Where the thief is wealthy enough 
to compensate the victim, it is as if his own property becomes the 
stolen property itself, which he must return to the victim.141 Using 

for amputation. See also Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd, Bid§ya, 2:662-3, who represented 
the above view as both Sh§fi#Ê and \anbalÊ.

140 For M§likÊs holding this position, see al-Maww§q, T§j, 8:425, who held 
that the Èadd is the Èaqq of God and that the thief must provide compensation 
if he is wealthy; Ibn al-Jall§b al-BaßrÊ, TafrÊ#, 2:230, indicated that if the thief 
retains the property, he must return it, and if not then he must compensate the 
victim if he is wealthy enough to pay it; KhurashÊ, \§shiya, 8:331-2, rendered 
the thief liable to both amputation and compensation if he is rich, but if he 
has no money, no compensatory liability exists since one cannot unite two 
punishments under the single crime; AzharÊ, Jaw§hir al-IklÊl, 2:438, deemed the 
Èadd to be a Èaqq of God, while limiting compensation to those circumstances 
where the thief is wealthy enough to do so. For jurists of other schools who 
represented the above view as the M§likÊ perspective, see #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:71; 
SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:156; Ibn al-#ArabÊ, Kit§b al-Qabas, 3:1027-8; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 
13:342; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:78; R§zÊ, al-TafsÊr al-KabÊr, 4:355; ShirbÊnÊ, MughnÊ 
al-MuÈt§j, 5:494.

141 Ibn Rushd al-Jadd, Muqaddim§t, 3:224.
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this legal fiction, Ibn Rushd asserted that the thief is not penalized 
twice.

 The \anafÊs, like the other schools, held that where the stolen 
property remains with the thief, his right hand is amputated and he 
must return the property.142 Unlike the other schools, the \anafÊs 
argued that if the stolen property is destroyed, the thief is not sub-
jected to both amputation and compensation. Instead, the thief is 
liable to amputation or compensatory liability.143 They based their 
position on a ÈadÊth in which MuÈammad is reported to have said: 
“An owner of stolen property is not compensated if the Èadd is applied 
to [the thief].”144 Jurists of the four SunnÊ schools debated the 
authenticity of this ÈadÊth. For instance, the M§likÊ Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd 
and the \anbalÊ Ibn Qud§ma were skeptical of its authenticity.145 
The Sh§fi#i al-M§wardÊ stated that in the time of the biblical Jacob, 
thieves simply compensated their victims for their crimes. He argued 
that the Qur"§n abrogated that earlier law, and the ÈadÊth merely 
corroborates that fact.146 Even the \anafÊ jurist Badr al-DÊn al-#AynÊ 

142 SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:156; K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:340; #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:71. See also 
Ibn Rushd, Bid§ya, 2:662-3.

143 Kas§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:340. SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:156, held that punishment for 
the Èadd is the only liability provided for in the Qur"§n and the ÈadÊth negates 
liability for compensation. Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:419, found no liability for 
compensation if the property is consumed (mustahlaka). #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:71, related 
that the \anafÊs disagreed if compensation is negated only when the property is 
consumed (istihl§k) or also when it is destroyed (hal§k). Abå Yåsuf dropped liability 
for compensation in both cases, whereas al-Shayb§nÊ required compensation 
where there has been consumption, but not full and total destruction. For jurists 
of other schools who represented the \anafÊ view as not requiring compensation 
where the property is destroyed, see BaghawÊ, TahdhÊb, 7:386-7; Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 
4:145; Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:271; Ibn Rushd, Bid§ya, 2:662-3; Ibn al-#ArabÊ, 
Kit§b al-Qabas, 3: 1027-28; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:342; Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:78; R§zÊ, 
al-TafsÊr al-KabÊr, 4:355; ShirbÊnÊ, MughnÊ al-MuÈt§j, 5:494.

144 SuyåãÊ, SharÈ Sunan al-Nas§"Ê, 8:93; Ibn Rushd, Bid§ya, 2:662. See also 
M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:184, who cited a different version of the ÈadÊth in which 
the Prophet is reported to have said, “If the thief is amputated, there is no 
liability for compensation” (idh§ quãi#a al-s§riq fa-l§ ghurm). For this version, see 
also K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:341. #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:71 cited yet a third version of the 
ÈadÊth, which states: “There is no liability for compensation on the thief after his 
right hand has been amputated” (l§ ghurm #al§ al-s§riq ba#da m§ quãi#at yamÊnuhu). 
For other versions of this tradition, see also D§raquãnÊ, Sunan al-D§raquãnÊ, 
3:129-30. Notably, #AynÊ said that this tradition occurs in the collections of 
both al-Nas§"Ê and al-D§raquãnÊ. #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:71.

145 Ibn Rushd, Bid§ya, 2:662-663; Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:271.
146 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:184. For the \anbalÊ Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ (d. 
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conceded that the ÈadÊth is mursal.147 Nevertheless, \anafÊ jurists 
said that the Qur"§n requires only one punishment. For them, to 
impose liability for compensation in addition to the amputation not 
only contravenes the Qur"§nic stipulation of a single punishment, 
but also violates the ÈadÊth that asserts that no compensation is due 
from a thief who has suffered amputation.148 

 Alternatively, the \anafÊs argued that where the thief has com-
pensated the victim, he does not suffer amputation. According to 
the \anafÊs, where the thief has paid compensation, doubt arises 
as to whether a wrong has been committed. In other words, with 
the payment of compensation comes ambiguity over the existence 
of an ongoing wrong. Because of that doubt, the thief cannot suffer 
amputation for the theft.149 As noted, jurists held that where there 
is ambiguity, the Èadd punishments are not applied. Compensation 
prior to amputation raises sufficient shubha for the \anafÊs to negate 
corporal penalty for theft.

 The \anafÊ jurist al-K§s§nÊ explained the \anafÊ position in 
greater detail. He indicated that at stake in the crime of theft are 
both the right of God and private rights. Where the stolen goods 
remain in the thief’s hand, the thief must return them to the owner in 
fulfillment of the private right, while suffering the amputation satisfies 
the right of God.150 But a problem arises when the property has been 
destroyed. He wrote that the Qur"§nic verse stipulates amputation 
as the only punishment for theft, using the word “jaz§"” to refer to 
the punishment. He argued that the term “jaz§"” linguistically refers 
to the completion or sufficiency of an act (kif§ya).151 Consequently 
if the thief must also pay compensation in addition to suffering 
the amputation, how can the Qur"§n speak of amputation as full 
satisfaction for the crime of theft? If amputation were only part of 
the punishment meted out to the thief, the Qur"§nic use of the term 

804/1401), the ÈadÊth means that no one should be compensated for amputating 
a thief’s hand (i.e. ujrat al-q§ãi#). Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:144.

147 #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:71. A mursal ÈadÊth is one in which one link in the chain 
of transmission is missing. According to Juynboll, a mursal tradition is one in 
which between the Prophet and the Successor is a Companion who is missing 
in the narrative chain. G.H.A. Juynboll, EI2, s.v. Mursal.

148 See, for example, SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:157; K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:340-1.
149 Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:420.
150 K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:340.
151 Ibid., 9:340.
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“jaz§"” in the verse would be incorrect.152 Furthermore, al-K§s§nÊ 
presented two rational arguments for the \anafÊ position. First, if the 
thief is required to compensate the victim for his property, then after 
all financial wrongs have been righted, any subsequent amputation no 
longer vindicates an ongoing violation of a right.153 Second, liability 
for compensation arises from the fact that the thief steals property 
that is inviolable (ma#ßåm) because it belongs to someone else based 
on his right. But “the right to compensation in the case of theft is 
no longer inviolable as a right of the owner because of the effect of 
amputation.”154 In other words, amputation undermines the sanctity 
of the victim’s compensatory right. The sanctity of one’s property 
rights is therefore not absolute. Rather, there are various instances 
in which the law vitiates one’s private property interests for the 
sake of different goods. For instance, al-K§s§nÊ suggested that in 
some cases the theft in question may benefit from ambiguity about 
its permissibility (fa-tatamakkanu fÊhi shubhat al-ib§Èa).155 This point 
reflects the view that certain thefts are not punished by amputation, 
but in fact are forgiven, such as when a thief steals from the public 
treasury or certain foodstuffs.156 In these cases, even the amputation 
for theft is negated despite the property being stolen. Al-K§s§nÊ’s 
point is that ownership rights do not always prevail in light of other 
considerations that the law must take into account. Consequently, 
the law can balance interests so that when corporal liability for 
theft exists, the obligation to compensate may nevertheless fall. This 
balancing of interests takes into account the rights of the owner, 
the public interest in deterring theft, and the rights of defendants 
not to suffer a double penalty. The only exception to this rule of 
single liability arises when the stolen goods remain in the thief’s 
possession.157

152 Ibid., 9:340-1.
153 Ibid., 9:342.
154 Ibid.
155 Ibid.
156 See, for example, Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:408-12.
157 K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:342.
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The Good, the Right, and Resolving Conflicts Between Them: Banditry 
(\ir§ba) 

The meaning of Èir§ba, also called qaã§# al-ãarÊq, has been the subject 
of considerable debate and discussion.158 The present study is not 
focused on defining Èir§ba. Instead of asking what Èir§ba is, or how 
it has been defined and utilized both legally and historically, I focus 
on what rights and liabilities are invoked when Èir§ba occurs. When 
a defendant engages in Èir§ba, and is thereafter apprehended by 
the authorities, the SunnÊ legal tradition provides varying redress 
depending on the interests at stake, whether public or private. The 
question that often arises in discussions of Èir§ba is how does the law 
recognize and prioritize these different interests, especially in those 
situations in which the liabilities entailed by, for instance, a Èaqq al-
#abd conflict with those entailed by a Èaqq All§h. The crime of Èir§ba 
not only raises questions about the different rights at stake, but also 
forces one to contend with how to justify weighing and prioritizing 
rights when they come into conflict.

 Q. 5:33-4 provide the scriptural foundation for criminalizing Èi-
r§ba: 

The punishment for those who fight God and His prophet and cause 
corruption in the land is execution, or crucifixion or amputating their 
hands and feet from opposite sides, or banishment. That is their shame 
in this world and for them in the hereafter is a great punishment. 
Except for those who repent before you overpower them (ill§ alladhÊna 
t§bå min qabla an taqdirå #alayhim). Know that God is forgiving and 
mer ci ful. 159

Central to this analysis is how Muslim jurists balanced the different 
interests at play in instances of Èir§ba. In other words, assuming that 
the crime of Èir§ba (however defined) has occurred, how does one 
balance the rights of God and the rights of individuals, especially 
when there is a conflict between them. 

158 Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence, 6 n. 9; Frank Vogel, “The Trial of 
Terrorists Under Classical Islamic Law,” Harvard International Law Journal (2002): 
53-64, at 58-9; J. Schacht, EI2, s.v. “|atl”; Mohammed S. El-Awa, Punishment 
in Islamic Law (Indianapolis: American Trust Publications, 1993), 7.

159 The historical context for this verse is a matter of dispute among many. 
Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence, 49-51; Ibn al-#ArabÊ, AÈk§m al-Qur"§n, 2:594-5. 
For treatments of the crime of Èir§ba, see Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence, 47-
60; #Abd al-Q§dir #Awda, al-TashrÊ# al-Jin§"Ê al-Isl§mÊ, 14th ed. (Beirut: Mu"assasat 
al-Ris§la, 2000), 2:638-70.
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The Effect of Repentance on Liability

The jurists of the four SunnÊ schools surveyed here generally held 
that if bandits repent of their crimes prior to being captured, the 
punishments listed in the Èir§ba verse satisfying the rights of God will 
fall. This position is based on Q. 5:34, which states that those who 
repent prior to capture are forgiven any liability for punishment. 
What is meant by “repentance” is a matter of dispute among the 
jurists. However, for the purpose of this study, the question is not 
about what counts as repentance but rather what happens to the 
bandits’ liability if they repent before being captured, however re-
pentance is defined.

 The Sh§fi#Ês generally argued that the rights of God are forgiven 
but private rights are not, as only the right holder can waive his 
rights. For instance, the Sh§fi#Ê jurists al-MuzanÊ (d. 264/878) and 
al-M§wardÊ held that with repentance each right of God falls but the 
rights of individuals do not dissolve.160 To clarify matters, al-M§wardÊ 
provided a list of possible outcomes. In the case of repentance, either 
(1) all rights of God and individuals fall, (2) all of God’s rights fall, 
as do all private rights except those which relate to injury or death, 
or (3) the Èudåd All§h fall, but private rights concerning property and 
death/injury do not. The Sh§fi#Ês, according to al-M§wardÊ, adopted 
the third view.161 Al-ShÊr§zÊ, who also considered repentance to 
negate Èir§ba penal liability, was concerned about the situation in 
which the bandit also engages in theft (sariqa). Is he subjected to the 
punishment for theft despite his repentance for committing Èir§ba? 
One view holds that since he presumably stole sufficient property 
to deserve amputation for theft, he loses his right hand. Theft is a 
distinct crime separate from Èir§ba and is therefore treated differently. 
The other view is that there is no liability for Èir§ba or any other 
Èadd offense commited during the banditry.162 For instance, al-Qaff§l 
al-Sh§shÊ held that a bandit’s repentance prior to capture negates 
liability for Èir§ba and all other Èadd offenses committed during the 
banditry.163 Private rights, nonetheless, must still be redressed.

160 Al-MuzanÊ, Mukhtaßar al-MuzanÊ, in vol. 5 of al-Sh§fi#Ê, Kit§b al-Umm (Bei-
rut: D§r al-Fikr, 1990), 5:372; M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:368-70. See also R§zÊ, al-TafsÊr 
al-KabÊr, 3:348; ShÊr§zÊ, Muhadhdhab, 3:368.

161 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:369-70.
162 ShÊr§zÊ, Muhadhdhab, 3:368.
163 Qaff§l, \ilya, 8:89. See also Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 4:149; R§zÊ, al-TafsÊr al-

KabÊr, 4:348.
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 Like the Sh§fi#Ês, the \anbalÊs argued that if the bandit repents 
prior to capture, the rights of God fall but private rights, such as 
qiß§ß and compensation, do not.164 Liability for committing other 
Èadd crimes in the course of Èir§ba may fall with repentance as well, 
except for the crime of qadhf, which involves a private right.165 Abå 
IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, however, upheld liability for other Èadd offenses 
perpetrated during the act of banditry, such as fornication and 
consumption of alcohol, since the verses that prohibit those acts are of 
general application and contain no exception clauses. Consequently, 
if a muÈ§rib engages in zin§ during his banditry and repents before 
capture, he is still liable for the punishment of zin§. Furthermore, 
the penitent muÈ§rib remains liable for violating private rights unless 
they are waived by the right holder.166 In other words, for \anbalÊs 
like Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ the punishments in the Èir§ba verse will 
drop if the bandit repents prior to capture. Whether liability for 
other Èadd offenses committed in the course of banditry will drop 
is a matter of debate among \anbalÊs. What is clear, however, is 
that even if all Èadd liability drops, liability for private rights remains 
unless the right holder waives his right.167

The M§likÊs adopted a position similar to that of the Sh§fi#Ês and 
\anbalÊs: the muÈ§rib who repents prior to capture is not subjected to 
the penalties for Èir§ba, but is required to compensate the victims for 
injuries sustained.168 SaÈnån (d. 240/854) related the view that if a 
muÈ§rib falsely accuses someone of zin§ (i.e. qadhf) during his banditry 

164 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:295; idem., K§fÊ, 4:70; BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 
6:195; Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:139, related this view from the 
\anbalÊs but noted that some argued that even private rights will fall if no 
financial hardship is imposed on the right holder.

165 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:295; idem, K§fÊ, 4:70. See also Ibn Taymiyya, 
MuÈarrar, 2:321-2, who held that repentance prior to capture of the muÈ§rib 
will negate the Èadd, as will repentance for consuming alcohol, stealing, and 
fornication, if done prior to a finding of liability.

166 Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:151-2. See also Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:262-3, 
holding that repentance before capture will save the muÈ§rib from Èadd liability, 
but that whether one’s repentance for other Èudåd crimes (such as consumption of 
alcohol, fornication and theft) committed during banditry will negate liability is 
debated among the \anbalÊs.

167 Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:262-3, relates the debate among the \anbalÊs on the 
continuing liability for other Èudåd offenses if there is repentance prior to an es-
tablishment of liability.

168 SaÈnån, Mudawwana, 6:300; Maww§q, T§j, 8:432; Ibn al-Jall§b al-BaßrÊ, 
TafrÊ#, 2:233; KhurashÊ, \§shiya, 8:339. 
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but repents prior to capture, Èadd liability falls for Èir§ba but not for 
qadhf. If he kills someone during the banditry, Èadd liability drops for 
Èir§ba if he repents prior to capture, but he may still be executed 
to satisfy the individual right of qiß§ß or lex talionis.169 Ibn Rushd 
al-Jadd, who noted alternative views on the effect of repentance in 
a Èir§ba prosecution, nonetheless represented the M§likÊ position as 
holding that only the Èadd punishments specified in the Èir§ba verse 
fall with repentance, while all other Èuqåq All§h and Èuqåq al-n§s 
remain intact.170 

The \anafÊ view parallels the views of other schools. In the event 
of repentance prior to capture, Èadd liability for Èir§ba drops while 
all private rights are preserved.171 Badr al-DÊn al-#AynÊ explained 
this rule by invoking a hypothetical scenario. Supposing a bandit 
steals property during the act of banditry, al-#AynÊ asked how the 
bandit manifests his repentance. He argued that repentance arises 
once the property has been returned.172 The bandit might repent one 
thousand times verbally (alf marra bi-lis§nihi), but without returning the 
property he is still in violation of someone’s rights.173 Consequently, 
if he returns the property to its owner prior to being captured, the 
Èadd penalties drop. This is because once the property has been 
returned, there is no claim by another. In other words there is 
no live controversy.174 He wrote: “The Èadd punishment cannot be 
applied except with a claim by the property owner. His opposition 
disappears once the property is returned before the [banditry] case is 
taken to the political authorities. As such, the Èadd of Èir§ba falls” as 
would the Èadd for the offense of theft.175 Any remaining individual 
rights can be litigated and petitioned by individuals.

169 SaÈnån, Mudawwana, 6:222. 
170 Ibn Rushd al-Jadd, Muqaddim§t, 3:235-6; Ibn Rushd al-\afÊd, Bid§ya, 

2:671. However Ibn al-#ArabÊ (d. 543/1148) indicated that the M§likÊ view 
was that a person’s right to property interests remains valid only in the event 
the bandit has property from which he can pay his debts. The right to qiß§ß 
retribution also remains intact. Ibn al-#ArabÊ, AÈk§m al-Qur"§n, 2:603-4. Maww§q 
(d. 897/1491) held that even if the bandits are impoverished, they are still 
liable for any debts they owe pursuant to the individual rights they violated 
during the banditry. Maww§q, T§j, 8:432.

171 K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:374; Marghin§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:422; See, for instance, 
M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:370, who represents this as the \anafÊ position.

172 #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:88.
173 Ibid., at 7:88-9.
174 Ibid.
175 Ibid.
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Conflict of Rights Schemes

Muslim jurists recognized that in the case of a Èir§ba prosecution in 
which individual rights are affected, a conflict may arise between 
the demands of a right of God and a private right. They faced 
the challenge of resolving these conflicts in a way that effectively 
maintains conceptual coherence with their views concerning qadhf 
and sariqa. As will be shown below, the Sh§fi#Ês and \anbalÊs often 
emphasized private rights over rights of God; the M§likÊs attempted 
to strike a balance between the two sets of rights; and the \anafÊs 
prioritized the rights of God over private rights. The consistent 
patterns of preference across legal schools and across legal issues 
suggests that in using the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic to de-
signate public and private realms of the law, jurists incorporated and 
relied on competing background values to substantiate and justify 
their legal analysis. 

Underlying the debate on conflicts of rights schemes in Èir§ba cases 
is an understanding of the purpose and nature of the two categories 
of rights. The \anafÊ Badr al-DÊn al-#AynÊ said that the rights of 
God uphold the grandeur of God, while the rights of people protect 
specific interests in particular benefits and in preventing harm from 
befalling the individual. Specifically, he wrote: “The right of God… 
is what [God] seeks in order to protect His interests in a way that is 
appropriate to His grandeur.”176 Private rights, on the other hand, 
“are what one seeks in order to protect one’s interests in a way that 
is appropriate for him, namely pursuant to one’s nature of seeking benefit 
and repelling harm from himself” (kawnuhu n§fi# fÊ Èaqqihi d§fi# li’l-·arar 
#anhu).177 Certainly, the idea that God needs to protect His interests 
is problematic for those who believe God to be beyond such needs. 
This is why the M§likÊ jurist Ibn al-#ArabÊ, for instance, said that the 
crime of Èir§ba does not actually impede God’s interests. The Èir§ba 
verse (Q. 5:33) reads in part: “The punishment for those who fight 
against God and His Prophet and cause corruption in the land….” 
Ibn al-#ArabÊ considered it impossible that God could be injured by 
highway robbery or banditry. Consequently, to violate “God’s right” 
by engaging in Èir§ba means that the bandits fight against the agents 

176 Ibid., at 6:281.
177 Ibid. (emphasis added).
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of God (awliy§" All§h),178 or in other words the agents of stability, 
order, and social cohesion. Although Ibn al-#ArabÊ recognized that 
the Èir§ba verse invokes God’s interests, what is at stake is arguably 
something rooted in the social dimensions of a polity struggling for 
the common good. 

As noted, the \anbalÊs and Sh§fi#Ês were keen on upholding private 
rights. Although less inclined to sacrifice a private right in favor of a 
right of God, they could not simply ignore the public interests upheld 
by the rights of God. For instance, the \anbalÊ jurist Abå IsÈ§q 
Ibn MufliÈ wrote that individual rights must be satisfied, even if the 
rights of God are not. Private rights cannot be forgiven by the ruling 
authority because they are premised on conditions of scarcity (·ayq) 
and paucity (shaÈÈ), and as such cannot be ignored without causing 
the individual to suffer. He stated that “the rights of people cannot 
fall except by the right holder’s consent because they are built on 
scarcity and paucity (mabnÊ #al§ al-·ayq wa’l-shaÈÈ), unlike the right 
of God. That [is what] determines the distinction between the two 
[sets of rights].”179 In other words, individuals are less able to bear 
or spread the cost of injury than is the public at large. The \anbalÊ 
jurist al-BahåtÊ felt similarly about private rights because they speak 
to very real needs amidst scarce resources (al-mabnÊ #al§ al-mash§ÈÈa) 
that limit effective loss spreading.180 

The Sh§fi#Ê jurist al-NawawÊ also recognized the economics of 
protecting private rights. For instance, he asked whether the punish-
ment for qadhf should be carried out on someone who is ill. Some 
said that the victim should be asked whether he wants to wait or not, 
while others argued that the defendant should be whipped whether 
or not his illness subsides, because the victim’s right is premised on 
scarcity (Èuqåq al-§damÊ mabniyya #al§ al-·ayq).181 The Sh§fi#Ê al-Ghaz§lÊ, 
writing a century and a half earlier, argued that in the case of Èir§ba, 

178 Ibn al-#ArabÊ, AÈk§m al-Qur"§n, 2:593-4.
179 Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:152.
180 BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:195.
181 NawawÊ, Raw·a, 10:101. See also the Sh§fi#Ê scholar al-ShirbÊnÊ (d. 977/

1570) who said that private rights take priority over God’s rights because 
the individual’s need for redress is more compelling than God’s since the 
individual is less capable of spreading the cost due to his limited resources 
(al-aßl fÊ ijtim§# Èaqqihi ta#§l§ wa-Èaqq al-§damÊ taghlÊb al-th§nÊ li-kawnihi mabniyyan 
#al§ al-ta·yÊq). ShirbÊnÊ, Nih§yat al-MuÈt§j il§ Sharh al-Minh§j, 3rd ed. (Beirut: D§r 
IÈy§# al-Tur§th al-#ArabÊ, 1992), 8:7.
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the preferred option is to satisfy both the rights of God and private 
rights. But he acknowledged, as will be demonstrated below, that 
private rights take priority when there is a conflict. For instance, 
suppose someone (1) is liable to the Èaqq All§h for banditry and must 
have his right hand and left foot amputated, and (2) is also liable 
for violating a private right by cutting off someone’s right hand, 
and is thereby condemned to have his own right hand amputated 
pursuant to qiß§ß liability. A conflict exists between what the right 
of God requires and what the private right demands through the 
victim’s entitlement to qiß§ß or retribution for his right hand. Al-
Ghaz§lÊ held that one should amputate the defendant’s right hand 
in satisfaction of the private qiß§ß right, while amputating the left 
foot to fulfill the right of God under Èir§ba. The private right, in 
other words, takes priority.182 

The issue of scarcity is significant for Sh§fi#Ê and \anbalÊ jurists 
dealing with conflicts of rights in a case of Èir§ba. Scarcity speaks 
to the fact that individuals are less able to bear and spread the 
cost of their injuries than the public at large. Rights of God can be 
forgiven according to the Sh§fi#Ês and \anbalÊs not only because 
God is beyond such needs, but also because the public interest is so 
diffuse that the cost of violating a right of God is evenly distributed 
across society and less burdensome to individuals. 

 Not all legal schools, however, held that private rights need to be 
satisfied in all cases. The M§likÊs, for instance, argued that if the 
punishment for Èir§ba is applied, then at least in the case of stolen 
property, the bandit must compensate the victim if it is easy for him 
to do so. If not, then liability for compensation falls and the victim’s 
private rights are sacrificed. According to al-Maww§q (d. 897/1491), 
if bandits take property and are captured before they repent, the 
punishment for Èir§ba must be applied. If the punished bandits are 
sufficiently wealthy, they must also compensate the victims. Al-Maw-
w§q noted that the bandits must have been independently wealthy 
from the day they took the property. Otherwise they are not liable 
for compensating the victims of theft. Hence, only the rights of 
God are satisfied at the expense of private rights.183 The M§likÊ al-
KhurashÊ (d. 1101/1690) held that bandits must restore any property 
taken by them or their associates during their criminal act, whether 

182 Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 4:150.
183 Maww§q, T§j, 8:432.
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or not they repent prior to capture. However, if they are corporally 
punished for Èir§ba, they must provide compensation for the property 
stolen on condition that they can do so without hardship.184 In other 
words, the plaintiff’s right is upheld, but only to a certain extent, 
pursuant to a M§likÊ balancing of interests. 

 The \anafÊs also had problems vindicating private rights if they 
conflicted with the rights of God. For instance, al-SarakhsÊ argued 
that if bandits kill someone, the punishment for Èir§ba is applied, but 
the victims cannot press for their rights under qiß§ß. Rather, for al-
SarakhsÊ, only the punishments in the Èir§ba verse are meted out to 
the bandits. The victims cannot waive redress for the Èir§ba penalty 
because the crime is a right of God, but they are unable to press 
for any individual rights to compensation for injuries sustained.185 
He added that the right to compensation for injuries falls once the 
punishment for Èir§ba is applied. If, however, Èadd liability drops for 
some reason, such as the bandit’s repentance, then and only then 
can the individual pursue his private claims. This follows the \anafÊ 
doctrine on theft. If the defendant’s hand is amputated, he is not 
liable for compensating his victim. But where Èadd liability falls, the 
private right of compensation arises and can be litigated.186 For al-
MarghÊn§nÊ, if the bandit steals property and injures someone, his 
hand and leg are amputated from opposite ends, to satisfy the right 
of God implicit in the crime of Èir§ba, and any individual right of 
action falls completely. He stated: “When the Èadd is required as a 
Èaqq for God, the individual’s right to protect his inviolability falls, just 
as [his right] to the inviolability of [his] property [falls].”187 In other 
words, the \anafÊs did not allow a bandit to be liable for both the 
rights of God and private rights. According to Badr al-DÊn al-#AynÊ, 
commenting on al-MarghÊn§nÊ’s work, liability for Èir§ba punishment 
and liability for compensation cannot coexist (l§ yajtami#§n).188 One 
must fulfill the right of God through application of the Èadd penalty, 
and any residual individual rights cannot be redressed.

184 KhurashÊ, \§shiya, 8:339.
185 SarakhsÊ, Mabsåã, 9:196.
186 Ibid., at 9:199.
187 MarghÊn§nÊ, Hid§ya, 1:422. See also the \anafÊ K§s§nÊ (d. 587/1191), 

Bad§"Ê#, 9:374, who held that when a bandit kills and steals property, while also 
causing injuries to others, private rights to retaliation under qiß§ß for the injuries 
are folded into the Èadd penalty for banditry (fa-yadkhulu fÊhi al-jir§È§ã).

188 #AynÊ, Bin§ya, 7:88.
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Sh§fi#Ê and \anbalÊ Conflicts Schemes

Whereas the \anafÊs and M§likÊs were willing to negate liability for 
private rights in specific circumstances, in part to protect defendants 
from multiple liabilities, the Sh§fi#Ês and \anbalÊs were not.189 Al-
though the Sh§fi#Ês and \anbalÊs did not allow the Èuqåq All§h to 
negate the Èuqåq al-n§s, they still recognized that when both rights 
conflict, a proper balance of interests is still necessary. They could 
not simply ignore the public welfare reflected in the rights of God. 
Consequently, we find specifically articulated conflict of rights 
schemes in Sh§fi#Ê and \anbalÊ sources; no parallels were found in 
M§likÊ or \anafÊ sources other than what is discussed above. 

 The Sh§fi#Ês generally argued that if satisfying a private right 
conflicts with upholding a right of God, the former takes priority.190 
For example, al-M§wardÊ provided two examples of such a conflict. 
First, suppose someone is subject to execution for both apostasy (a 
right of God) and killing someone (a private right). Second, suppose 
someone is liable to having his right hand amputated for theft (a 
right of God), and for cutting off another’s right hand (a private 
right). In both cases, the private right of qiß§ß takes priority over the 
right of God.191 

However, while articulating this view as a general default position, 
Sh§fi#Ê jurists still balanced interests to elicit what they arguably 
considered the most just outcome with respect to both sets of rights. 
While favoring individual rights, they could not always ignore public 
interests. For instance, al-M§wardÊ conveyed another balancing 
scheme held by some to reach a just result when enforcing both 
the rights of God and individual rights. First, if the private right 
involves property interests and the right of God involves amputation 
or execution, the private rights should be enforced first and take 
priority. Second, if no execution or amputation is involved under 
either a private right or right of God, the right of God should be 

189 Interestingly, Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:289-90, notes that the \anafÊs and 
M§likÊs prioritized private rights over the rights of God in various areas of the law, 
but that in the area of Èir§ba, they reversed themselves. While Ibn \azm criticizes 
them for their inconsistency, he seems to favor prioritizing the rights of God over 
individual rights generally.

190 See for instance ShirbÊnÊ, MughnÊ al-MuÈt§j, 5:505-6; idem, Nih§yat al-
MuÈt§j, 8:7. 

191 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:367.
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satisfied first. Both of these rules concern the order of satisfying 
rights, but do not involve the defeat of any right. Third, if both 
rights involve the same sort of punishment, the private right is still 
prioritized, but pursuant to a first-in-time rule.192 

To illustrate how the scheme works, al-M§wardÊ presents the 
following example. Suppose someone steals property. This crime 
demands amputation to satisfy the right of God and compensation 
to vindicate the private right. According to the conflicts proposal, the 
first option should be used; the victim should be compensated for his 
loss before the defendant’s hand is amputated. Now suppose a virgin 
fornicates (zin§) and steals property. In this case, the punishment 
for zin§ involves lashes; theft demands compensation for the private 
right and amputation for the right of God. Here, the second option 
would hold that the punishment for zin§ should be applied first before 
satisfying the private right. Thereafter the victim can be compensated 
for his loss, and finally the defendant suffers amputation. Further, 
suppose someone amputates his victim’s right hand and commits 
theft in the context of banditry. The punishment for stealing in an 
act of banditry is amputation of the right hand and left foot (a right 
of God). But amputating the right hand is required for the qiß§ß 
liability arising out of the personal injury sustained by the victim (a 
private right). When the defendant’s right hand is amputated, is it 
in satisfaction of an individual right or a right of God? If the right 
of God is satisfied, the victim’s right to retaliation falls. But if the 
individual’s right is satisfied, God’s right falls.193 The solution is that 
if the bandit amputated his victim’s hand first and stole second, 
satisfying the private qiß§ß right is prioritized and the defendant 
suffers no additional amputation for stealing (i.e. the right of God). 
But if the bandit steals first and amputates the victim’s hand second, 
the private qiß§ß right is still prioritized but the right of God does 
not fall. The defendant loses his right hand to redress the victim’s 
private right; and he loses his left hand and right foot to satisfy the 
right of God. The point is that in both cases, the private right is 
applied first. Whether it excludes a right of God or not depends 
on a first-in-time rule. This result both upholds private rights while 
satisfying the policy of deterrence that underlies rights of God. In 

192 Ibid.
193 This proposal does not seem to consider that the right hand can be ampu-

tated to satisfy both rights.
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fact, for al-M§wardÊ, when both rights involve physical injury to the 
defendant, the purposes and social policy underlying the rights of 
God, such as deterrence (zajr, rad#) are implicitly upheld by satisfying 
the private right.194 

Another balancing scheme is posed by the Sh§fi#Ê jurist al-ShÊr§zÊ. 
He argued that a conflict arises if a bandit both steals and amputates 
someone’s right hand and left foot. According to the Èir§ba doctrine, 
the bandit who steals suffers amputation of his right hand and left foot 
for violating a right of God (i.e. Èir§ba). But under a qiß§ß private rights 
claim, he must lose the same limbs. If one right is satisfied, the other 
falls.195 For al-ShÊr§zÊ the ruling authority must apply the individual 
qiß§ß penalty before the Èadd penalty because of the general emphasis 
placed on individual rights (li-ta"akkud Èaqq al-§damÊ).196 However, when 
the private rights are fulfilled, the rights of God do not necessarily 
fall. Rather the bandit would also lose his left hand and right foot 
to satisfy the rights of God.197 The point for al-ShÊr§zÊ, though, is to 
balance the interests posed by competing and distinct sets of rights, 
while prioritizing private rights given the presumed greater need for 
individuals to have their rights satisfied. 

 Like the Sh§fi#Ês, \anbalÊ jurists agreed that private rights take 
priority over the rights of God when they conflict.198 They generally 
held that there are three possible scenarios when contending with 
situations in which multiple rights are at stake. First, one may deal 
with violations of different rights of God, for example, when someone 
both consumes alcohol and commits zin§. The punishments for both
of these crimes redress pure rights of God. In these cases, the 
\anbalÊs argued that if the penalties for the Èudåd include execution
and some lesser punishment, the ruling authority must drop the 
lesser punishment and only execute the defendant.199 The reason 

194 M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:367.
195 Again we see that the jurists did not satisfy the two rights through the 

same punishment. The right of God poses a distinct cause of action as does the 
private right. Consequently, separate and distinct liabilities must follow. This 
same dynamic operates in the qadhf case, in which jurists inquired whether the 
right of God or the private right was dominant (gh§lib). In other words, the 
concern is with establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the violated 
interest and the punishment.

196 ShÊr§zÊ, Muhadhdhab, 3:368.
197 Ibid. See also M§wardÊ, \§wÊ, 13:367, on the same hypothetical.
198 Ibn Taymiyya, MuÈarrar, 2:329; BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:109-10.
199 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:298; Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:68; Abå 
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they provided is that the purpose of the rights of God is to deter 
people from committing such acts. Deterrence is met by executing the 
defendant; further punishment is not necessary to meet that goal.200 
But suppose someone must be executed for committing Èir§ba and 
stoned as an adulterer: both punishments redress underlying rights 
of God. Ibn Qud§ma argued that the defendant must be killed for 
Èir§ba and not for adultery, because the former implicitly involves 
private rights to some degree, while the adultery charge is a pure 
right of God.201 If no execution is involved and all the violations 
are rights of God, the punishments should proceed in the order of 
severity.202 For example, if a virgin consumes alcohol and fornicates, 
he must first be whipped for consuming alcohol as punishment (forty 
lashes),203 and then whipped as punishment for committing zin§ 
(100 lashes).204 If he commits the same offense multiple times (i.e. 
multiple fornications), the ruler inflicts only one punishment.205 

 The second case concerns those situations in which only private 
rights are implicated, e.g. qadhf and any rights stemming from qiß§ß 
liability. The \anbalÊs generally argued that in this situation one 
must apply the punishments in order of increasing severity.206

 The final and most complex case is when the rights of God and 

IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:54; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:156; BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 
6:109.

200 Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:54; BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:109.
201 According to the doctrine on Èir§ba, a bandit should be executed in 

the event he kills someone. But if he kills someone, the private qiß§ß right for 
retribution is also invoked. Consequently, killing the bandit pursuant to Èir§ba 
also satisfies the survivor’s right to execute the bandit under a qiß§ß analysis. 
Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:298.

202 Ibn Qud§ma, K§fÊ, 4:109-10; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:156.
203 The punishment for consuming alcohol is either forty or eighty lashes, de-

pending on the school of law. For a discussion of this debate, see \usayn \§mid 
\ass§n, Naíariyyat al-MaßlaÈa fÊ al-Fiqh al-Isl§mÊ (Cairo: D§r al-NaÈda al-#Arabi-
yya, 1971), 73. 

204 For zin§ punishment see Q. 24:2. See also Roberts, Social Laws, 37; Mutrak, 
“Sexual Offenses,” 215.

205 Ibn Qud§ma, K§fÊ, 4:109; Ibn Taymiyya, MuÈarrar, 2:329; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 
10:156. Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:68, wrote that if someone fornicates 
and steals property repeatedly, he is subjected to a single instance of punishment 
for the two Èadd offenses.

206 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:300; idem, K§fÊ, 4:110; Ibn Taymiyya, MuÈarrar, 
2:329; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:157; Abå Abå #Abd All§h Ibn al-MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:68; 
Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:55, held that if satisfying a private right requires 
execution, the execution should be put last, otherwise it will negate the rest of 
the outstanding private rights; BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:110.
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the rights of individuals combine and are mixed.207 In this situation 
there are three possible scenarios. The first scenario involves rights 
that do not require the defendant’s execution. Here the \anbalÊs 
held private rights must be satisfied before any rights of God are 
enforced.208 The second scenario involves those situations in which 
execution is required either in satisfaction of a right of God or a 
private right. In this case, the execution should come last even if 
it vindicates a private right because the victim has the option to 
waive the execution at the last minute and forgive the defendant.209 
All other rights of people should be satisfied in order of severity, 
followed by any rights of God.210 The third scenario is when both 
rights at stake involve either execution or amputation. In this case, 
the response will vary with the hypotheticals offered. For instance, 
suppose someone is sentenced to both stoning for commiting zin§ 
(a right of God) and execution under a qiß§ß analysis for murder (a 
private right). In this case, Ibn Qud§ma and al-Mard§wÊ prioritized 
the qiß§ß punishment in order to emphasize the importance of the 
private rights.211 But suppose one is subject to execution for both 
Èir§ba and the private right of qiß§ß. Both crimes invoke private rights, 
but to varying degrees. Both jurists argued that the state must rely 
on a first-in-time rule to determine which right to vindicate. If the 
Èir§ba occurred first, qiß§ß liability falls. But prioritizing the punishment 
for Èir§ba does not diminish the importance of private rights, since 
Èir§ba reflects a concern with both public and private interests. Abå 
#Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ (d. 763/1362) and others discussed a different 
hypothetical. Suppose an unmarried person fornicates, drinks alcohol, 
commits qadhf, and amputates someone’s hand. How should the rights 

207 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:300; Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:55.
208 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:300; idem, K§fÊ, 4:110. Interestingly, Abå IsÈ§q 

Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:55, did not expressly indicate that private rights must 
be satisfied first. Instead, he specified the order in which the rights of God 
must be satisfied: qadhf, sharb, zin§ of virgins, and amputation. However he 
noted that where some believed the punishment for sharb is forty lashes, that 
should precede the qadhf punishment. He also noted that others would put 
a qiß§ß claim before any Èadd liability. BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:110, held 
that if there is a mixed rights context in which both rights cannot be satisfied 
together, then the ruling authority must enforce private rights first since they 
are premised on scarcity and paucity (shaÈÈ and ·ayq).

209 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:301; Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:55.
210 Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:55.
211 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:301; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:157.
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be vindicated? He argued that the defendant should first suffer the 
amputation pursuant to the purely private qiß§ß right, followed by 
the punishment for qadhf which involves both a private right and a 
right of God, after which the punishments vindicating rights of God 
are applied in order of increasing severity, in this case consumption 
of alcohol and then zin§ of the virgin.212 

Concluding Note on \ir§ba: The Role of Background Values

In the case of Èir§ba, we see the desire to balance competing interests 
that benefit both society and the individual. Embedded in the juristic 
debates are the jurists’ background views of what those interests 
are, how they relate to one another, and how to prioritize them 
when they conflict. For the Sh§fi#Ês and the \anbalÊs, individual 
interests—defined in terms of proprietary interests and physical 
integrity—seemed paramount. Protecting one’s expectation interests 
played a dominant role in how these jurists balanced claims. Society 
at large could afford to bear and spread the cost of violations of the 
social good better than the individual could, given the latter’s limited 
resources. The \anafÊs and M§likÊs, however, took the opposite 
view. They were concerned with vindicating the social good (and 
implicitly the defendant’s interests)—defined broadly in light of 
scriptural prohibitions—from which even the individual victim be-
nefits, albeit while bearing some cost in the event his individual rights 
fall. Arguably, in constructing their conflicts schemes, Muslim jurists 
crafted rules of law in light of implicit visions of the nature of the 
individual, the social good, and the relationship between the two.

From Substantive Doctrine to Hermeneutic License: The \aqq as a Discursive 
Site

At issue in the debates on the rights of God and private rights are 
those rights that are actionable in court and allow legal redress. But 

212 Abå #Abd All§h Ibn MufliÈ, Furå#, 6:68. See also the commentary on 
Ibn MufliÈ’s work: #AlÊ b. Sulaym§n al-Mard§wÊ, TaßÈÊÈ al-Furå# on the margins 
of Furå#, 6:68; Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ, Mubdi#, 9:56; Mard§wÊ, Inß§f, 10:157; 
BahåtÊ, Kashsh§f al-Qin§#, 6:110-11. All these jurists addressed the hypothetical 
above and reached the same conclusion.
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one question remains: what are the Èuqåq All§h and the Èuqåq al-n§s? 
Where do they come from and how are they determined? 

The preceding discussion suggests, for instance, that the Èuqåq 
All§h are stipulated in texts such as the Qur"§n and ÈadÊth. However, 
this is not always the case. As Hoexter has shown, the waqf institu-
tion involves a Èaqq All§h. Others have argued that the waiting 
period (#idda) ob served by a woman upon divorce arises primarily 
out of a right of God, although it involves in part a private right.213 
Furthermore, the private rights noted above are not necessarily 
derived from sacred texts. In their debates on the petition requirement 
in qadhf cases, for instance, Muslim jurists generally did not cite 
Qur"§nic verses, ÈadÊth, or other traditions to justify their determina-
tion of that pleading rule. What this study suggests is that the Èuqåq 
All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic is an analytical tool that jurists used to 
frame their determination of legal rules in light of competing visions 
of the individual and the social good. Consequently, when discussing 
ta#zÊr or discretionary jurisdiction, Muslim jurists wrote how the ruling 
authority has the authority to create and satisfy new rights of God 
and private rights not already specified in precedential sources. When 
discussing ta#zÊr, jurists explored how the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d 
heuristic is an evolving site of legal discourse.214 

The jurists al-K§s§nÊ and al-Ghaz§lÊ held that the ta#zÊr punish-
ments are applied to those matters that are not addressed by the Èudåd 
but which still invoke a right of God or a private right. The need 
for ta#zÊr arises when no SharÊ#a precedent addresses a wrong (laysa 
lah§ Èadd muqaddar fÊ al-shar#) that may invoke interests that can be 
classified as a right of God or a private right.215 Likewise the Sh§fi#Ê 
al-ShÊr§zÊ said that the political authority has the discretion to create 
and enforce new rights. However, al-ShÊr§zÊ held that if the political 
authority creates a new private right, it loses the discretion not to 
enforce it. He wrote: “If the political authority (sulã§n) chooses to avoid 
implementing the ta#zÊr, it can do so when there are no rights of people 
that depend on [the ta#zir].”216 In other words, ta#zÊr provides the 

213 #Abd al-KarÊm Zayd§n, AÈk§m al-DhimmiyÊn wa’l-Musta"minÊn fÊ D§r al-Isl§m 
(Beirut: Mu"assasat al-Ris§la, 1988), 354.

214 For a general treatment of ta#zÊr, see #Awda, TashrÊ, 2:126-56; El-Awa, 
Punish ment, 96-123; N.J. Coulson, A History of Islamic Law (1964; reprint, Edin-
burgh: Edin burgh University Press, 1997), 133; Peters, Crime and Punishment, 65-7.

215 K§s§nÊ, Bad§"i#, 9:270; Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 4:156-7. See also NawawÊ, Raw·a, 
10:174.

216 ShÊr§zÊ, Muhadhdhab, 3:374.
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political authority with the power and jurisdiction to create new rights 
and entitlements that it enforces through its courts. For al-ShÊr§zÊ, 
the “rights of God” and the “rights of individuals” are conceptual 
categories that can be employed in any context to capture new and 
changing interests that must be vindicated. Arguably, the terms are a 
heuristic device by which jurists can identify new rights and render 
them subject to the ruler’s enforcement.217 But for al-ShÊr§zÊ, where 
the newly created laws invoke private rights, the ruling authority has 
no discretion to avoid enforcing them. By articulating new personal 
rights on the basis of ta#zÊr, the ruler creates an expectation in the 
populace to new entitlements, and hence cannot willfully disregard 
the public’s reliance on those expectations. 

To illustrate how the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic empowers 
jurists to construct new rules in light of varying circumstances, the 
M§likÊ al-\aãã§b (d. 954/1547) considered the situation in which 
a thief steals less than the minimum amount required to invoke 
the amputation punishment for theft. He argued that the ruler can 
nevertheless establish a punishment for the lesser theft on the grounds 
that such a punishment supports and vindicates a private right to 
proprietary interests, even if the punishment differs from that used 
for sariqa specifically.218 The logic behind this grant of legislative 
authority is that ta#zÊr punishment is applied against “someone who 
violates an obligation he owes to someone else.”219 But the notion of 
obligation here is built upon naturalistic assumptions about the needs 
and expecations of individuals in society, which thereby allow the 
government to create legal rules to satisfy those needs and interests. 
Individual needs and expectations may change in time and space. 
But ta#zÊr is the legal mechanism by which the law redresses those 
changes. In fact, the M§likÊ al-KhurashÊ argued that rights of God 
and individuals can change pursuant to variations in context (yakhtalifu 
bi-ikhtil§f al-n§s wa-aqw§lihim wa-af #§lihim).220 

217 Interestingly, Ibn \azm argued that ta#zÊr punishment is used to vindicate 
violations of adab, or etiquette that go beyond the crimes listed as Èudåd. For him, 
the Èudåd crimes are: highway robbery, apostasy, fornication, slander, theft, deny-
ing a debt, and consuming alcohol. Ta#zÊr punishments are those that might be 
applied to offenses such as: slandering someone while drunk, drinking blood, eat-
ing pork, and witchcraft. Ibn \azm, MuÈall§, 12:378.

218 \aãã§b, Maw§hib al-JalÊl, 8:436-7. On this example, see also ShÊr§zÊ, Mu-
hadhdhab, 3:373; BaghawÊ, TahdhÊb, 7:428.

219 \aãã§b, Maw§hib al-JalÊl, 8:436-7.
220 KhurashÊ, H§shiya, 8:346.
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Muslim jurists attached great importance to the role played by the 
political authority in recognizing and giving effect to new rights under 
ta#zÊr jurisdiction. The political authority exercises its own interpretive 
effort to create new rights. The Sh§fi#Ê al-BaghawÊ held that wrongs 
are penalized based on the discretionary jurisdiction of  the im§m who 
considers (yar§) the appropriate punishment. However al-BaghawÊ 
and other jurists were adamant that ta#zÊr-based punishments, for 
instance, cannot exceed the punishments of  the Èudåd penalities.221 
Importantly, though, these jurists indicated that the ta#zÊr-based rules 
are the product of  the im§m’s reasoning or ijtih§d. Al-KhurashÊ stated 
that ta#zÊr rules are based on the im§m’s investigation (ijtih§d al-im§m) 
into the totality of  circumstances.222 Likewise, al-Ghaz§lÊ held that 
the duty to investigate (ijtih§d  ) new rights of  God falls upon the im§m 
or political leader, given that such rights may be necessary in light 
of  the dynamic nature of  people and their contexts.223 Because 
the ruling authority is charged with upholding the public good as 
embraced by the Èuqåq All§h, and since the Èuqåq All§h are also 
reflected in individual rights, the ruling authority has the power, 
authority, and discretion to create and construct new private rights 
that benefit individuals.224

This is not to suggest that the im§m’s rules have the authority of  
rules based on the Qur"§n or ÈadÊth. Certainly Muslim theorists of  
government like al-M§wardÊ required that caliphs of  the Muslim 
empire have the capacity to engage in ijtih§d.225 But whether ijtih§d 
in matters of  ta#zÊr had the same authority as rules of  fiqh based 
on SharÊ#a precedent is a different matter entirely. For instance, 

221 BaghawÊ, TahdhÊb, 7:428; Ibn Qud§ma, al-MughnÊ, 8:324-326; Ibn Nu-
jaym, al-BaÈr al-R§#iq, 5:68. KhurashÊ, \§shiyya, 8:348, discusses whether any 
liability arises if the im§m’s ta#zÊr exceeds the extent of a Èadd penalty.

222 KhurashÊ, \§shiyya, 8:346.
223 Ghaz§lÊ, WasÊã, 4:157.
224 The \anbalÊ jurist Abå IsÈ§q Ibn MufliÈ wrote that ta#zÊr punishiments 

are required for any disobedience (ma#ßiyya) for which there no specified pun-
ishment (Èadd) or established form of penitence (kaff§ra). An act of disobedi-
ence requires something to inhibit its performance. If there is no specified 
punishment to deter one from committing the act, ta#zÊr punishments must be 
created to fill the legislative void. Responsibility for establishing such discre-
tionary punishment rests with the political authority or im§m. Abå IsÈ§q Ibn 
MufliÈ, Mubdi# 9:108.

225 See for example M§wardÊ, Al-AÈk§m al-Sulã§niyya (Beirut: D§r al-Kutub 
al-#Ilmiyya, 1985), 6.
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al-Baghawi noted that since ta#zÊr punishments are subject to in-
vestigation (mujtahad fÊhÊ) by the im§m, they are of  qualified legal 
authority.226 Likewise, the \anbalÊ jurist Ibn Qud§ma did not use 
the term ijtih§d to describe the im§m’s discretionary legislative activity. 
Rather he stated merely that resort to ta#zÊr rules is obligatory if  the 
im§m considers them necessary (al-ta#zÊr w§jib idh§ ra"§hu al-im§m).227 
Instead, he emphasized the bounds within which ta#zÊr discretion 
can be used, thereby curtailing the scope of  the im§m’s discretionary 
activity.228 

What this suggests, though, is that within the Islamic legal tradition 
is a method of  legal creativity that is embedded within a rule of  law 
system invoking different institutions of  legal authority. Ta#zÊr, as a 
specific type of  legal authority, provides the ruler with the power to 
exercise its interpretive efforts (ijtih§d) to create new rights, whether 
of  God or individuals. The jurists recognized that not all rights are 
fully articulated in the Qur"§n, Sunna, or even fiqh doctrine. Rather, 
a right is something that must be argued for and constructed in light 
of  changing circumstances. As illustrated above, the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq 
al-#ib§d heuristic provided jurists with an interpretive tool to frame 
their legal analysis in light of  substantive background values about the 
interests of  the individual and society in values like dignity, property, 
order, and stability. The Èaqq in general is not simply a determinate 
rule of  law. It presents a site of  evolving juristic discourse about how 
to protect and uphold the interests of  individuals who are immersed 
in society and committed to the social good. 

Conclusion

The Èuqåq All§h and Èuqåq al-#ib§d distinction was an important heuris-
tic device for Muslim jurists as they contended not only with the 
procedural rules for administering a lawsuit, but also with the ways 
in which rights, duties, and liabilities are created and distributed in 
society in light of  the value commitments jurists held. Jurists relied 
on competing views of  human nature by reference to the “rights of  
individuals”, and on the overall well-being of  society as captured 

226 BaghawÊ, TahdhÊb, 7:428.
227 Ibn Qud§ma, MughnÊ, 8:326.
228 Ibid., at 324-6.
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by “rights of  God”. SunnÊ jurists implicitly relied on naturalistic 
concepts of  the individual and the social good that guided their 
distribution of  rights and liabilities as illustrated by the patterns of  
analysis above. Sh§fi#Ê and \anbalÊ jurists consistently emphasized 
private rights, \anafÊs seemed to prioritize the public good while 
protecting defendants, and the M§likÊs often took the middle position. 
These patterns, I argue, suggest that when Muslim jurists articulated 
the law, they did more than rely on positive scriptural precedent, or 
adhere to prior precedent decided by school founders. Jurists used 
the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d heuristic to introduce and balance 
extra-legal values about the individual and social good into their 
analysis, and to provide a framework for legally reasoning to and 
about rules that manifested the balance they reached. Jurists did 
not focus on the individual to the exclusion of  society, nor did 
they prioritize the demands of  society over those of  the individual. 
Rather they balanced the competing and diverse interests that are 
present in any case in controversy. Depending on the school of  law 
to which a jurist belonged, the private right might prevail over the 
public interest or vice versa. Furthermore, the fact that the political 
leader can exercise ijtih§d to determine new rights, whether rights 
of  God or of  individuals, suggests that the Èuqåq All§h/Èuqåq al-#ib§d 
heuristic was part of  an ongoing discourse within Muslim legal 
culture that attempted to organize society in light of  developments 
in understanding the needs and expectations of  people immersed 
in society and committed to the public good.
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